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The dance of death in Delhi
Death danced in Delhi in the last week of
February during which a large number of
Muslims were brutally killed and their homes
burnt to ashes. For three days violent Hindu
mobs freely attacked Muslim localities,
torched their homes and shops and committed unspeakable barbarities against helpless men, women and children.
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Economics

Inflation: Too
little too late
Shahid Hussain

The government has announced freezing gas and electricity tariffs to check
skyrocketing prices of essentials. Annual consumer inflation has come
down slightly after rising to the highest level in nine years in January this
year. It is an ominous sign for the common people but only freezing gas
and electricity tariffs would not work. The government will have to cut the
tariffs drastically to provide meaningful relief to people.
Admitting high rates of inflation, Prime Minister Imran Khan has announced the government would not increase gas and electricity tariffs anymore. He has taken the decision after hiking power prices four times in the
first 11 months of his government. Gas and power tariffs have at least doubled for the common people in 18 months of his rule. Prime Minister Imran
Khan has himself admitted his government’s disappointing performance
on price control, especially after sugar and wheat flour crises hit the country in recent days. He accepted the responsibility for hikes in sugar and
flour prices in the country, pledging that the government will hold all those
involved in the hoarding of wheat and sugar accountable. He also blamed
mafias in the country for obstructing and creating trouble for his government.
His open admission of faults instead of defending them is appreciable
but his government always reacts slowly to a crisis. It is not only sugar and
wheat flour prices that have broken the back of the public. Pulses, oil, edible ghee, vegetables and other food items have gone beyond the reach
of the common man. The government has also forgotten its promise of
bringing down the prices of life-saving drugs. The Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan had increased the prices of medicines last year, with the
approval of the government, by 15pc. The life-threatening measure cost a
minister his job as the prime minister was perturbed over the price hike.
However, the ministry was just taken over by another minister but medicine
prices could not be brought down.
Prime Minister Imran Khan has held countless meetings to control inflation, but the result is not satisfactory. In a recent move to provide relief
to people from high inflation, the government approved a subsidy of Rs10
billion, with Rs2 billion to be disbursed every month over the next five
months for the Utility Stores Corporation to ensure the provision of basic
commodities at affordable rates. The proposed package aims at providing
flour, sugar, rice and pulses at affordable prices in Utility Stores across
Pakistan. The Utility Stores were been directed to sell 20kg flour bags at
Rs800 and pulses at 15-20pc below-market rates.
However, there are about 4,000 Utility Stores in the country, which are
insufficient to meet the demand of 220 million people. Several stores have
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been closed down due to losses, whereas the government has planned to
open 50,000 Youth Stores and offer thousands of jobs. The Utility Stores
Corporation (USC), the biggest public sector chain in the country, has incurred a loss of Rs13 billion in the last five years. As a result, 25 to 30
stores in Lahore and 1,200 to 1,500 stores in the country were shut down.
The limited number of the stores means a large number of people cannot
benefit from the scheme.
Inflation edged down to 12.4pc in February, compared to 14.6pc in January, the highest level in nine years, mainly driven by an increase in prices
of food items, according to the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS). There
has been a noticeable drop in the rate of inflation on a year-to-year basis.
The national Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased by 14.6pc in January.
It has fallen by 2.2 percentage points to 12.4pc in February. However, it is
perhaps surprising that the core rate of inflation has not fallen simultaneously but has increased marginally from 7.9pc to 8pc. The divergence between the headline and core rate of inflation is a clear indication of the fact
that much of the fall in prices is in food and energy items. In fact, there has
been a big drop in the rise in food prices from 23.6pc in January to 18.4pc
in February 20. The fall in food prices was mostly in perishable items.
These had been rising at a phenomenally rapid rate of 78.4pc in January.
It has come down but still remains high at 32.2pc.
Prime Minister Imran Khan has asked his economic team to devise a
plan to tackle challenges in energy and petroleum sectors to minimise the
burden on the common man. The government has increased power tariff
to overburden people instead of reforming the power distribution system.
Huge theft, line losses and corruption in the system mean increased tariff
for people. The government has also announced launching a system that
would promptly alert it in case of shortage any essential commodity, which
will enable it to take appropriate measures timely. However, the measures
appear to be part of its rhetoric.
The government has been in office for over 18 months now and it is
enough time to take stock of the situation and fix problems. However, it
continues to slam past rulers for their corruption and inefficiency and brag
about “revolutionary” steps to resolve public issues. The statements, devoid of action, are mere hollow slogans, which do not impress the public
anymore. The public needs prompt action and results. They desperately
need price cuts, jobs and business opportunities. The government cannot
blame the past governments for the recent increase in prices of essentials.
It has taken some measures to reform the economy, but their positive results have not reached the common people.
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Violence

The dance of
death in Delhi
Nasim Ahmed

Death danced in Delhi in the last week of February during which a large
number of Muslims were brutally killed and their homes burnt to ashes.
For three days violent Hindu mobs freely attacked Muslim localities,
torched their homes and shops and committed unspeakable barbarities
against helpless men, women and children.
It was an organised anti-Muslim pogrom, a planned carnage in which
the Modi government was complicit. As gangs of Hindu criminals indulged
in loot and arson, the police remained a silent spectator and at places became part of the rampaging mobs, pelting stones and setting shops on
fire.
In the age of the internet and mobile phones, such large scale acts of
vandalism could not go unnoticed. Blood curdling images of hapless men
and women being beaten to death and whole localities set on fire have
been captured on mobile phone cameras and circulated on the internet.
The world media has written extensively what looked like a genocidal
wave against the Muslims in Delhi. The BBC, CNN and leading US dailies
have commented that what happened in Delhi on February 23-25 was an
organised and planned offensive against the Muslims of India.
According to the respected Atlantic journal, “The Delhi police, who report directly to Home Minister Amit Shah, either stood idly by or escorted
the mobs. Videos of police breaking CCTV cameras and taunting prone
and bleeding Muslim men while filming them with their smartphones circulated on social media. The violence echoed that of 2002, when Narendra
Modi was the chief minister of Gujarat and the authorities there did nothing
to stem carnage that killed some 1,000 people, the majority of them Muslims. It also brought back the memories of the revenge killings of at least
3,000 Sikhs in Delhi after the assassination of former Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi by two of her Sikh bodyguards in 1984. In all these cases, mobs
targeting a single religious group were allowed to run riot, unchecked by
the police. This is the definition of a pogrom”.
RSS-BJP fanatics shouting “Jai shree Ram” (Hail Ram) led coordinated
attacks in predominantly Muslim areas of Delhi. TV footages show how
Muslim localities were targeted in a calculated manner. And the carnage
continued for three days right under the nose of the Modi government.
The RSS attack was lunched against those people protesting against
the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) which redefines Indian citizenship
on the basis of religion and is blatantly discriminatory against the Muslims.
The Muslims legitimately fear that if the government goes ahead with its
proposed National Register of Citizens (NRC), they would be the major
victim. A positive sign is that many right thinking democratically concerned
Hindus have also been rallying against the NRC and CAA.
The CAA is designed by the Modi government to polarise Indian society
in an attempt to consolidate the majoritarian tyranny which the BJP gov-
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ernment wants to impose on the country. In the last six years, the government has deliberately deepened the religious divide in order to garner
more extremist Hindu vote.
Modi thrives on spouting hatred against the Muslims. After his 2014
electoral victory, Modi was hailed as a free-market reformist who may have
outgrown his heinous role during the riots of 2002. That image of Modi remained largely intact during his first term in office despite ominous signs
to the contrary, such as multiple lynching of Muslims by fanatic Hindus on
the suspicion of eating beef and the hounding and assassination of journalists and free-thinkers by Hindu extremists that went unpunished.
As liberal Indian analysts have noted, it rang alarm bells when Modi
appointed the rabidly anti-Muslim Hindu cleric Yogi Adityanath as the chief
minister of India’s most populous state, Uttar Pradesh, after the party won
legislative elections there in 2017. Dressed in saffron robes, Adityanath
has falsely charged that Muslim men were plotting to steal away Hindu
women by means of “love jihad,” mounted a private army of militants called
the Hindu Yuva Vahini, and threatened to drown in the sea anyone who
refused to perform a yogic salutation to the sun. Since his appointment as
the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh, Adityanath has unleashed a reign of
terror against Muslims in his province.
Modi’s prime aim is to transform India from a secular democracy into a
Hindu-nationalist state. The aim underlies many actions he has taken since
his re-election, including the annexation of occupied Kashmir, the imposition of a citizenship registry that has rendered nearly 2 million people,
many of whom are Muslim, stateless and the passage of the CAA.
Modi is playing the Hindu-Muslim card to divert the public attention from
the rapid socio-economic decline India has witnessed in the last few years.
But he will not succeed in his nefarious game as sane sections of the Indian public have risen in revolt against his divisive policies.
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Connectivity

World Internet Index:
Pakistan lags behind
Nasim Ahmed

For the past three years, Facebook in collaboration with the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) has been publishing the Inclusive Internet Index
(3i) that assesses a country’s internet outreach and inclusivity. The assessment is based on four criteria, namely availability, affordability, relevance and readiness.
This year, the Index was expanded to include 100 countries, representing 94% of the world’s population and 96% of global GDP. In addition,
the 3i study is again accompanied by a Value of the Internet Survey, which
polled 5,069 respondents from 99 countries to gauge perceptions on how
internet use impacts people’s lives and livelihood.
Last year’s finding was that the world was still far from achieving full
internet inclusivity, while this year’s 3i study shows mixed progress. This
year, the study revealed limited progress on closing the digital divide. In
contrast to previous years, the gap between the lowest income countries
and all others widened. Although the overall gap between those with access to the internet and those without narrowed – because of progress
on access, quality of coverage, and affordability – the lowest income countries fell behind because they improved at a slower rate than other countries and much slower than last year.
Internet connections in low-income countries increased by only 0.8%
compared to 65.1% last year. If this stalling of progress indicates a trend,
this would require greater focus and cooperation among all the stakeholders, including the private sector and policymakers.
On the positive side, this year’s 3i study found that inclusion for women
and those with disabilities has improved, with low-income and lower-middle-income countries driving progress. However, affordability is declining
relative to monthly income in many countries, disproportionately affecting
women and people in low-income countries, all of whom are more reliant
on mobile as their primary means of accessing the internet.
Among other things, this year’s index and survey found that while the
percentage of households connected to the internet globally increased
from 53.1% to 54.8%, the rate of growth in internet connections slowed to
2.9% in 2019 from 7.7% in 2018. The largest year-over-year increases
were in Cameroon (106.7%), Kenya (34.3%) and Kuwait (28.3%).
Mobile internet services improved, but many low-income countries are
seeing slow progress: In some countries, fixed-line internet access is too
expensive or inaccessible — that’s why mobile services are critical. This
year’s 3i reveals that, while lower-middle-income countries had a significant 66% improvement in 4G coverage, low-income countries saw a moderate 22% improvement. Low- and lower-middle-income countries
narrowed the gender gap: Men are more likely to have internet access
than women in 84% of the indexed countries. However, in a positive trend
in 2018, low- and lower-middle-income countries drove progress to narrow
the gender gap. The UK, Namibia, and Ireland, followed by Austria, Chile,
and South Africa, are among the top performers of the year, all with female
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digital skills training plans.
Privacy is a major issue. But despite privacy concerns, the internet is
crucial for employment and improving livelihood: Carrying over from last
year’s findings, more than half (52.2%) of respondents say they are not
confident about their online privacy. Yet the majority of respondents
(74.4%) think the internet has been the most effective tool for finding jobs.
Additionally, 60.2% of respondents say the online education platforms and
digital education technologies have helped them pursue an education and
76.5% have used the internet to improve their skills in changing labor markets.
Preventing a digital divide and closing the remaining gaps in internet
inclusion will require collaboration between governments, the private sector, academics, technologists and civil society. Governments can help on
the supply side with policies enabling new technologies, new business
models and investment in high quality networks; and on the demand side,
by facilitating affordability and helping foster eGov, public health and education applications. With enabling policies in place, the private sector
can continue to extend internet infrastructure and explore new technologies and applications that drive demand and give more people access to
the benefits of the internet.
Pakistan has been ranked 76th out of 100 countries on the inclusive
internet index 2020. On a scale of one (best) to 100 (worst), Pakistan
stood at the 76th place out of the total countries surveyed. According to
the EIU, in 2020 Pakistan falls into the last quartile of the global internet
index countries overall, and it ranks 24th out of 26 Asian countries.
Among the four dimensions considered for the ranking — availability,
affordability, relevance and readiness — Pakistan showed poor performance in all areas, the worst being in the availability category. In terms of
availability — a category that examines the quality and breadth of available infrastructure required for access and levels of internet usage — Pakistan ranked 86th out of 100.
The country fared relatively better on affordability (57th) that is described as the cost of access relative to income and the level of competition in the internet marketplace. In terms of readiness — measured on the
basis of access to the internet, including skills, cultural acceptance, and
supporting policy — the country ranked 64th. Finally, Pakistan stood 71st
on relevance, which is the existence and extent of local language content
and relevant content.
Looking at South Asia, Pakistan ranked the lowest, Bangladesh at
70th, Sri Lanka at 56 and India on the 46th spot. The first country ranked
in this year’s index is Sweden, followed by New Zealand and the United
States. Australia and Denmark both ranked fourth, followed by South
Korea, Canada, the United Kingdom, France and Spain. Among the
global worst are Burundi at 100th, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi and
Burkina Faso.
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Diplomacy

Afghan pullout:
Peace or retreat?
Muhammad Hassan

US troops have started withdrawing from Afghanistan after a peace deal
with the Taliban. The pullout marks the beginning of the end of the
United States’ longest foreign military campaign, with both sides claiming victory.
In return for the United States’ partial troops withdrawal over 18
months, the Taliban have promised to help fight terror in Afghanistan.
The next crucial step is intra-Afghan talks, in which all factions would
negotiate a road map for their country’s future. As the deal has revived
prospects for peace in Afghanistan after almost two decades of war,
concerns about the possibility of the Taliban ruling the country again
have also grown as the militants held talks with the US from a position
of strength as they control more territory than the Afghan government.
US President Trump wanted to get out of the “endless war”, which
cost America $50 billion a year, as it was his promise to his own voter
base in the US. He is fulfilling the promise before running for a second
term. However, critics warn his impatience with the war in Afghanistan
will lead him to withdraw troops too soon, leaving the country at risk of
returning to the same volatile condition that prompted the invasion in
the first place. According to the Time, there is a difference between
peace and retreat. The Trump administration’s agreement with the Taliban represents a full retreat. It’s an agreement that most Republicans
would deplore if a Democrat president made the deal, and they’d be
right to be angry. There is no meaningful argument that the fate of
Afghanistan is somehow irrelevant to our national security. The war in
Afghanistan was no “war of choice.” On 9/11 our nation suffered its
worst attack since Pearl Harbor. It is true that the conflict in Afghanistan
has been long (19 years), deadly (more than 2,400 Americans have
lost their lives), and frustrating. It is true that Americans want it to end.
And a true peace deal would bring welcome relief not just to the United
States, but also to an Afghan nation that has seen indescribable pain
and suffering. But there is no hope for peace when your opponent intends to continue the fight, and the hope for peace diminishes further
still when the proposed peace agreement diminishes allies and
strengthens your enemies, it noted.
The peace agreement has already survived a major roadblock,
when the Afghan government refused to swap prisoners with the Taliban. Under the US-Taliban agreement, the US will gradually withdraw
its 12,000 service members in exchange for a Taliban commitment to
neither aid nor harbor terrorists, as well as to exchange prisoners, and
to enter into talks with the US-backed Afghan government. Taliban
members will also receive sanctions relief as part of the deal. The
agreement also stipulates that Afghanistan’s government and the Taliban must release political prisoners before talks between the two sides.
The talks will be very tricky, because the militants do not accept Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani’s administration and call it an American puppet
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with little control outside the capital.
The rivalry between President Ashraf Ghani and his archrival, Abdullah Abdullah, also weakened the position of the Afghan government
before crucial talks with the Taliban. Both took the oath of office as the
president of Afghanistan in different ceremonies after Abdullah accused
Ghani of winning the election through fraud.
It is a fact that the US had restarted negotiations with the Taliban
for peace in Afghanistan from a position of weakness. Last year, a confidential trove of government documents obtained by the Washington
Post revealed that senior US officials failed to tell the truth about the
war in Afghanistan throughout the 18-year campaign, making rosy pronouncements they knew to be false and hiding unmistakable evidence
the war had become unwinnable. The documents were generated by a
federal project examining the root failures of the longest armed conflict
in US history. They included more than 2,000 pages of previously unpublished notes of interviews with people who played a direct role in
the war, from generals and diplomats to aid workers and Afghan officials. The documents also contradicted a long chorus of public statements from US presidents, military commanders and diplomats who
assured Americans year after year that they were making progress in
Afghanistan and the war was worth fighting. Several of those interviewed described explicit and sustained efforts by the US government
to deliberately mislead the public. They said it was common at military
headquarters in Kabul — and at the White House — to distort statistics
to make it appear the United States was winning the war when that was
not the case.
Many US analysts have called the agreement with the Taliban a defeat without humiliation. The deal between the Trump administration
and the Taliban appears to offer the United States a negotiated way out
of its longest war — a prospect most Americans would welcome. Unfortunately, it seems to do so mostly on the enemy’s terms. US forces
would leave the country, but there would be no guarantee that the government and political order they have spent almost two decades defending, at enormous cost, would survive — or that the gains Afghans
have made in women’s and other civil rights would be preserved, they
say.
The US had initiated the talks after sensing a humiliating defeat,
which would have undermined its respect and prestige and emboldened
enemies elsewhere. However, if the Taliban take control of Afghanistan,
it would not only intensify civil war but pave the way for the collapse of
the Afghan state. There are also questions whether a power-sharing
agreement could be reached between the existing Afghan state and the
Taliban, and if it were reached, whether it would stick at least long
enough for the United States to withdraw without humiliation. If such a
deal collapsed after a few years, it could be dreadful for Afghanistan.
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Healthcare

Punjab health reforms
Muhammad Ali

The Punjab government has introduced the Punjab Medical Teaching Institutes Act to reform the health sector. Doctors and paramedics have
started protests against the initiative and the tussle is expected to intensify
in coming days as doctors believe all hospitals will be privatised and their
services would be deregularized, but the government claims it will bridge
the administrative gap that is draining massive public resources but offering poor healthcare services to patients.
Health and police reforms top the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) manifesto. The provincial government has failed to reform the police but it has
come up with a plan to revamp hospitals and medical teaching institutes
after the party’s successful experience in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province.
It is a fact that hospitals badly need reforms because patients are not satisfied with the facilities. According to the Punjab government, it is spending
Rs4.5m annually on each hospital bed in the teaching institutions and
Rs3.5m on each bed in primary and secondary healthcare facilities. Despite spending the massive amount, no patient is satisfied with the performance of the doctors and hospitals. The health department has 49,000
beds at its healthcare facilities, with Rs230b non-development and Rs45b
development budget.
Under the new law, the government has envisioned complete financial
and administrative autonomy to medical teaching institutions and the audit
of every employee’s performance. The government will nominate a board
of governors (BoG) and a hospital committee that would ensure the availability of all training facilities in teaching hospitals. The teaching hospitals
would be given one-line budget so that the BoG could ensure up-to-date
facilities. The BoG’s performance would be audited by a third party thrice
a year and a final financial audit by the accountant general and each institution’s performance audit report would be presented to the Punjab Assembly.
The chief minister would have powers to disband a BoG, if it does not
perform at its optimum level. The employees of the health department will
remain government servants but a medical institution would monitor
whether they are performing well or not. The BoGs will also have powers
to appoint administration officials to key slots and senior faculty members.
The post of principal will be converted into dean, who would be appointed
by the BoG for a period of five years. Every hospital will have a management committee, consisting of a hospital director, medical director, nursing
and finance directors and two members nominated by the BoG. Headed
by a dean, the management committee shall have powers to terminate
any or all employees of the institution in accordance with the rules and
regulations. “The civil servant status of all government employees shall
stand abolished besides no role of the health department in the state-run
medical teaching institutions. The employees would be given a choice to
either continue work for the institution in private capacity under the MTI
Ordinance. In case, they want to work as civil servants, their services will
be placed on the disposal of the health department for further posting in
any other state-run institution,” the ordinance says.
Under the new law, if a hospital needs a machine or equipment, it will
have its own budget and can buy it within a day. Earlier, hospitals would
request the secretary for any kind of equipment or budget and then after
days or weeks of delay, the request was processed and the equipment
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was provided to the hospital, while patients suffered in the process.
The salary package of doctors and paramedics will be doubled and
doctors would be allowed private practice in hospitals. However, doctors
practicing outside the hospital will have to forego professional medical allowances from the salary package. The third party audit of hospitals will
help improve their performance immensely. For example, when Peshawar’s leading and one of the biggest public hospitals, Lady Reading
Hospital’s Cardiac Surgery ward was audited under the MTI Act, it found
the mortality rate was 36pc. It meant one out of three patients died at the
ward, which is against international standards. When the doctors were
asked for an explanation, they complained of shortage of required equipment and supplies, which were provided to them. The law will also ensure
the accountability of doctors, which is a new concept in Pakistan.
Rejecting the new law, the Young Doctors Association (YDA) and the
Grand Health Alliance (GHA) have announced resisting its implementation
at all levels. They say it is huge injustice to run public hospitals, established
on taxpayers’ money, in a private manner. The government has stripped
thousands of doctors, nurses, paramedics and allied health professionals
of their civil servant status with a stroke of pen. The government has privatized the healthcare services, which will deprive poor patients of their
basic right to health free of cost, they claim.
Fearing resistance from the opposition in the Punjab Assembly and
protests from medics during the legislation process, the government had
to implement the health reforms through an ordinance. As a precaution,
the government banned political activities and gatherings in hospitals and
educational institutions. The PTI government has recruited 14,000 doctors
in the first year of its rule in the province, besides inducting 600 medical
teachers, 1,100 consultants, 4,000 nurses, 5,000 paramedical staff and as
many pharmacists. The government also plans to set up 12 new nursing
colleges to meet the shortage of nurses.
Though the services of the doctors have not been deregularized, yet
they can be sacked by the BOGs for poor performance. It is hoped the
new law will improve the performance of the doctors and hospitals. It will
be for the first time in Pakistan’s history that doctors could be held accountable for their negligence.
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Politics

PM’s frustration
Muhammad Zain

Prime Minister Imran Khan has expressed his displeasure over his ministers for their failure or lack of interest in implementing government policies. He also blames an inefficient and corrupt system for his failure to
provide relief to the common people, which critics say is an open admission of his poor performance on all fronts.
He has vented out his frustration with the system and ministers on
many occasions recently. He was annoyed after relevant ministries and
ministers failed to implement his repeated orders to take effective measure
to reduce prices of essentials. Presiding over a meeting on the energy and
petroleum sector, he observed, “The common man would not be made to
bear the brunt of an inefficient and corrupt system which is not delivering.”
Addressing a public gathering, he expressed his annoyance at the “unprofessional” conduct of his cabinet members, who are creating more trouble for the government than the opposition. “Sometimes the opposition
doesn’t even need to do something against the government as the ministers’ performance is sufficient to land the government in trouble. When the
opposition does nothing, some minister makes such a statement that it becomes difficult to handle,” he was quoted as saying during a meeting with
his party’s social media team. “Some ministers of my cabinet spend more
time in the Kohsar Market than in their offices,” he lamented.
Critics say it is an open admission of his failure to run the affairs of his
party and government. He has come to power on the promise to change
the system. He waged a long struggle against his entrenched political rivals and he was supposed to be fully aware of the weaknesses of the system and how to remove them. It is disheartening for the people of the
country to hear him mere complain against the system and not make an
effort to change it. He could have at least changed his ministers who he
thinks are not delivering.
His critics and opposition parties remind him of his election promises.
His major election promise was to cut prices. Instead, prices of all essentials have almost doubled after the rupee devaluation against the dollar
and hikes in electricity and gas tariff. Medicine rates have increased by
15pc on paper, but they cost much more than it. The government’s policies
have badly hurt the common people.
The opposition accuses him of taking U-turns on every election promise. The poor economy is called his biggest blunder after Pakistan’s currency lost 35pc of its value in one year of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
(PTI) government. Imran Khan is taunted for reneging on his promise to
fix Pakistan’s economy without taking foreign loans while his government
has broken all previous records by borrowing $16b in just one year, the
highest ever external borrowing in any fiscal year since Pakistan’s creation
in 1947. Like the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), the PTI government also relied on short-term foreign commercial loans. The PML-N
had added Rs15 trillion to public debt and liabilities in five years, while the
PTI increased total debt and liabilities by Rs11 trillion in one year. More
than 80pc loan was piled up by the PTI in one year in comparison with five
years of the PML-N. The public debt and liabilities stood at Rs29 trillion
on June 2018, which peaked to Rs40 trillion on June 30, 2019.
In recent weeks, Prime Minister Imran Khan has constantly referred to
the mounting problems his government is facing. The prime minister is re-
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portedly not happy with his ministers after they failed to implement reforms
in their departments and provide relief to the common man. In September
last year, the Prime Minister’s Office had also issued a “red letter” to 27
ministries for a “critical delay” in the tasks assigned to them. The letter —
which was viewed as a final warning and an expression of displeasure —
was issued to the secretaries of 27 federal ministries out of a total of 34
ministries. Through the letter, the ministries/divisions had been directed to
complete the tasks they had been assigned and submit a compliance report to the premier. According to the red letter, the departments had earlier
been given 30 days to complete certain tasks. Initially, a “yellow letter” was
issued to the ministries on August 17, noting that half of the time that they
were given for completion of the tasks had elapsed.
Imran Khan also blames mafias in the country for obstructing and creating trouble for his government. He may be right to some extent but he
cannot absolve himself and his government of bad governance and inefficiency. He should have come to power with better preparedness when
he already knew he had to face such hurdles.
It is a fact that past governments failed to make structural changes and
improve governance but the PTI government cannot blame them now.
Consequences of all blunders, mismanagement and inaction of the past
governments lie on the table of Prime Minister Imran Khan and he has no
option of failure. The situation is not easy to handle. The government is
finding it difficult even to foot debt servicing and necessary expenditure
and funds for public welfare look impossible at the moment.
He has promised to make Pakistan a modern welfare state. The government will have to take harsh measure for years for it. Modern welfare
states have gained the status after hard work of centuries and Pakistan
will need decades to reach the destination. It will be a great achievement
of the government if the people even start feeling that the country has been
put on the path to become a welfare state.
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Pogrom

Fears after Delhi riots
Shahid Hussain

Recent deadly violence in India’s capital New Delhi is an ominous sign for
Muslims: They should fear the worst in coming days. It indicates how minorities will be systematically subject to pogroms in the Hindu-supremacist
vision of how the country is to be reconstituted, with the active aid of state
institutions.
The violence, in which at least 46 Muslims were killed, was not surprising. Experts saw it coming since the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party had come to power in India six years ago. It has particularly targeted
Muslims, who form a 200 million strong portion of the population. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, his party colleagues, their armies of social media
trolls and a vast majority of India’s television networks have consistently
been building an atmosphere of hatred, suspicion and violence toward the
Muslim minority. Analysts say the violence is the natural progression of a
bigoted ideology that derives its inspiration from fascism, its legitimacy
from an electoral mandate, and its foot soldiers from the troll factories.
The Muslim massacre followed after an incendiary speech made by
Kapil Mishra, a member of the ruling BJP, who warned the mostly Muslim
protestors opposing the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), to clear off the
roads, and threatened to take the issue into his own hands if the protests
did not end immediately. For months, protesters across the country have
been urging the government to roll back the Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA), a law that paves the way for de-naturalisation and mass detention
of Indian Muslims. Soon after Mishra’s speech, attacks against Muslims
began. Armed mobs selectively firebombed Muslim houses, businesses
and places of worship. In the Ashok Nagar area of the capital, a group
chanting “Jai Shri Ram" (Long live Hindu deity Lord Ram) slogans set fire
to the local mosque and hoisted Hindu-nationalist flags on its minaret.
Experts say the riots in Delhi bear some of the hallmarks of an organized pogrom. India has been there before: In 2002, in Gujarat, when Modi
was the state’s chief minister, more than 1,000 people were killed in religious riots. Most were Muslims. While Modi was later cleared of wrongdoing by the country’s judiciary, critics say that he could have done much
more to prevent the attacks. And in 1984, again in Delhi, an estimated
3,000 Sikhs were targeted and killed after Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
was assassinated by her Sikh bodyguards. In both cases, experts say,
riots could not have been conducted without some complicity on the part
of the police.
According to the Time, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), and the Delhi police force his government oversees, had tacitly supported the mobs, who chanted Hindu
nationalist slogans as they burned buildings and beat Muslims while the
police reportedly looked on. Since the riots, hundreds of Muslims have fled
the city, unsure if they will ever feel safe enough to return. For India, the
violence has marked a bloody milestone after six years of governance by
Hindu nationalists, who are now more politically dominant than ever before.
Since winning reelection in a landslide last May, Modi has stoked his farright Hindu nationalist base, many of whom see Muslims as invaders of a
rightfully Hindu India. In August, Modi put Jammu and Kashmir, India’s only
Muslim-majority state, on lockdown and stripped it of its semi-autonomous
status. His government is planning to construct a Hindu temple on the site
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of a mosque demolished by Hindu nationalists in 1992. And his Home Minister, Amit Shah, is pushing forward plans to deport “infiltrators” from India
with the help of a mass population registration program.
In its report, the BBC showed soot-laced, gutted Muslim homes with
broken doors, melting electricity cables and mangled CCTV cameras stand
next to unspoilt and neatly painted Hindu homes. Armed Hindu mobs rioted
with impunity as the police appeared to look the other way. Mosques and
homes and shops of Muslims were attacked, sometimes allegedly with the
police in tow. Journalists covering the violence were stopped by the Hindu
rioters and asked about their religion. Videos and pictures emerged of the
mob forcing wounded Muslim men to recite the national anthem, and mercilessly beating up a young Muslim man. Panicky Muslims began leaving
mixed neighbourhoods.
The New York Times observed Modi’s party had run a dangerously sectarian campaign in recent elections in Delhi. Its leaders equated the
protests against the citizenship law with treason and called for the murder
of protesters. The detailed accounts of violence raise fundamental questions about the role played by the Delhi police in abetting the Hindu mobs
and targeting Muslims. Top police officers casually expressed their support
of the Hindu mobs and their fear of Muslims. “Jai Shree Ram,” the old devotional chant praising the Hindu deity Ram, has been adopted as a war
cry by the Hindu nationalist mobs in the past three decades. There were
reports of the Delhi police personnel charging at Muslim neighborhoods,
it noted.
Street protests and violence have raised concerns about whether investors may need to further temper expectations for Asia’s third-largest
economy. Through its worst slowdown in more than a decade India has had
a constant positive to show investors: political stability. That no longer holds
true, the Bloomberg noted. India was the world’s fastest-growing major
economy until about a year ago, when a slowdown took hold amid waning
consumer demand, rural hardship and ballooning bad loans in the banking
system. Yet, since his landslide re-election in May, critics say Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s government has prioritized measures that have stoked divisions between the Hindu majority and Muslims, triggering deadly protests
that have started to hurt India’s image among foreign investors.
The protests and deadly violence indicate that India remains too fractured and unable to rise above domestic issues while it dreams to become
a world leader. Modi had won his first landslide victory in 2014 on the promise of growth and 10 million jobs each year. The Indian economy has
slowed to a more than six-year low in the final three months of last year to
4.7%, according to government data. The government estimates 5% GDP
growth for the fiscal year through March, an 11-year low. Rising religious
tensions may make it easier for investors to turn their backs on India as
the economy stutters, experts say.
Analysts say the hate against Muslims has been institutionalised by the
majoritarian, anti-Muslim agenda of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh,
an outfit of which the BJP is a part. India’s syncretic social fabric is being
shredded and the Delhi violence is a chilling prelude to it. In the situation,
Muslims will be forced to take up arms to defend themselves, which would
have serious repercussions for the survival of India.
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Economics

Depressing forecasts
Husnain Shahid
Pakistan’s growth rate is expected to remain lower than estimates by
national and international institutions. The government has introduced
reforms which have added to problems of the common people and depressing forecasts mean there is no prospect of relief for them anytime
soon.
Pakistan’s GDP growth is expected to stand at 2.4pc in the ongoing fiscal year from early forecasts of 2.7pc. Average inflation will remain 9.4pc in
the period. Pakistan also faces downside risks to the exports outlook, due
to rises in domestic power tariffs and a moderation in external demand. The
coronavirus epidemic poses new threats. Oxford Economics, a forecasting
and quantitative analysis firm, says Pakistan’s economic prospects are constrained by its persistent infrastructure deficit, fiscal mismanagement and
political uncertainty and suggests major reforms to improve long-term
growth potential. In its report on Pakistan, it has predicted the exports at
$25.8 billion in 2019-20 and at $27.8 billion in 2020-21 and at $31b in 202122. Higher food prices have resulted in inflation reaching 14.6% in January,
which will weigh on private consumption and delay monetary loosening.
And public consumption and investment will slow as the government cuts
expenditure further to meet IMF targets. High interest rates, lower domestic
demand and weak business sentiment will weigh on private investment
growth. But net exports should exert a smaller drag on growth as export
growth outpaces import growth.
To meet the IMF target of cutting the primary fiscal deficit to 0.6% of
GDP in FY20, the government has phased out tax exemptions given by the
previous government, raised the maximum income tax rate from 15% to
35%, lowered the threshold for minimum taxable income and introduced
new customs duties and federal excise taxes. Electricity and gas prices are
also being raised sharply to rein in circular debt. But despite strong growth
in H1 FY20, revenue collection is below the ambitious target despite help
from one-off boosts to non-tax revenues, which could mean additional revenue-raising measures or further cuts to expenditure being introduced in
the coming months. The fiscal consolidation efforts are expected to continue
into FY21, keeping public spending less supportive of growth.
The agricultural sector in FY20 is expected to recover from the growth
of just 0.8% in FY19 as access to credit improves. But lack of availability of
water, higher cost of inputs and adverse weather conditions will remain key
downside risks to the recovery. The industrial outlook is weak as businesses
face higher borrowing costs, removal of tax incentives, lower demand, increased input costs due to a weaker rupee and higher power tariffs. Despite
the modest recovery expected in the agricultural sector, lower industrial production and import growth are likely to weigh on services growth and overall
economic activity in FY20.
Private investment growth is also expected to remain weak. The weaker
rupee, which lost over 30% of its value in FY19, has raised the cost of inputs
and squeezed firms’ profit margins. Operating costs for businesses are expected to rise further in FY20 as the zero-rate sales tax on utilities, inputs
and products of five key export-oriented sectors are withdrawn. Despite the
challenging external environment, external demand should remain supportive for export-oriented industries and growth because of the weaker rupee.
Pakistan’s major challenges are stabilisation and protection of the economy against external risks, rising global prices, current account deficit, rising
debt servicing, and continued losses of public sector enterprise. Missed revenue collection is compounding the problem. The World Bank has also
slightly lowered Pakistan’s growth rate projections for the current fiscal year
and the next two years but forecast a 3.9pc growth rate in FY2022. In its
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report “2020 Global Economic Prospects”, it forecast Pakistan’s current year
growth rate at 2.4pc — about 0.3pc lower than its estimates of June 2019
— before touching 3pc next fiscal year and 3.9pc in FY2022.
The report pointed out Pakistan as an exception in the South Asian region for having high inflation, in contrast to mostly a stable inflation rate in
the region on the back of weak domestic demand and broadly stable currency markets. It noted the regional outlook for 2020 has deteriorated recently, and risks are tilted to the downside. Financial sector weakness will
likely weigh on activity unless balance sheet vulnerabilities are addressed.
For countries with elevated debt levels and large current account deficits,
like Pakistan and Sri Lanka, an unexpected tightening in global financing
conditions could sharply raise borrowing costs and lead to stops in capital
inflows.
The bank said the growth had decelerated in Pakistan to an estimated
3.3pc in FY2018-19, reflecting a broad-based weakening in domestic demand. “Significant depreciation of the Pakistani rupee resulted in inflationary
pressures. Monetary policy tightening in response to elevated inflation restricted access to credit. The government retrenched, curtailing public investment, to deal with large twin deficits and low international reserves,” it
noted. Pakistan’s budget deficit rose more sharply than expected. Contributing factors were a shortfall in revenue collection, combined with a sizable
increase in interest payments.
The bank expected macroeconomic adjustment in the country including
a continuation of tight monetary policy and fiscal consolidation. However,
the lower growth rate forecast is in line with a similar (0.2pc) decline in the
global growth rate during the current year and 1.5pc decline in the South
Asian region. Growth in Bangladesh is projected to remain above 7pc
through the forecast horizon, “growth in Pakistan is projected to languish at
3pc or less through 2020 as macroeconomic stabilisation efforts weigh on
activity.”
Key risks to the regional outlook include a sharper-than-expected slowdown in major economies, a re-escalation of regional geopolitical tensions,
and a setback in reforms to address impaired balance sheets in the financial
and corporate sectors. South Asian growth is estimated to have decelerated
to 4.9pc in 2019, substantially weaker than 7.1pc in the previous year. The
regional deceleration was pronounced in the two largest economies: India
and Pakistan. Weak confidence, liquidity issues in the financial sector in
India, and monetary tightening in Pakistan caused a sharp slowdown in
fixed investment and a considerable softening in private consumption, the
report said.
Earlier, the World Bank had warned that Pakistan faced yet another
macroeconomic crisis due to high twin deficits and low foreign reserves. It
forecast Pakistan’s economic growth to remain low in the near term. The
outlook for medium-term growth hinges on the country’s ability to implement
necessary structural reforms to boost competitiveness and achieve sustained growth, it said. A recent report by the United Nations said Pakistan’s
economic crisis had not been resolved despite support from China and
Saudi Arabia and a large International Monetary Fund loan. According to
the State Bank of Pakistan, it is vital for the government to continue to address the underlying structural vulnerabilities and put the economy on a balanced and sustainable growth trajectory. In its first quarterly report, it said
Pakistan's economy was moving progressively along the adjustment path.
It is a fact that signals of Pakistan’s economic recovery are weak despite
tall claims of the government. However, it has completed only 18 months in
office and can improve the situation in coming months and years.
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Conflict

Peace on the precipice
in Afghanistan
Raza Khan

The ostensibly historic deal between the United States and the Afghan Taliban reached for restoring peace to Afghanistan became quite questionable as President Ashraf Ghani refused to respect the terms of the
agreement. The agreement between Washington and the Afghan Taliban
inter alia included the withdrawal of all the remaining around 8000 US personnel from Afghanistan in 13 months and the setting free of more than
5,000 Taliban inmates from Afghan jails. The deal also envisaged intraAfghan dialogue soon.
The peace agreement between signed by the US President Special
Representative for Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, himself an Afghan by
birth, and Taliban Political Head, Abdul Ghani Birader, is extremely important as it is the first time in the last 19 years after the US overthrew the
Afghan Taliban regime in October 2001 in the aftermath of the September
9, 2001 terrorist attacks in America that the Taliban have reached a settlement with Washington. The pact is important because it has paved the
way for the withdrawal of foreign occupying forces from Afghanistan and
provides a roadmap for the purpose.
However, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani, without realizing the importance of the agreement between Washington and the Taliban, has refused
to accept its terms. The problem of President Ghani is that his nominees
or any Afghan official was not part of the deal between the US and the Taliban whereas he claimed to be an important stakeholder in any negotiations. However, the Taliban have been consistently pleading that they
would not engage in negotiations with the Afghan government unless there
is an agreement with the US which is only possible once the latter gives a
timeframe for withdrawal of all its forces from Afghan soil.
According to the Taliban, the Afghan government has been nothing but
a puppet of Washington. While one cannot call the Afghan government a
“puppet” because many Afghans voted for Ashraf Ghani and before him,
Hamid Karzai, but it is also very much true that without the support of
Washington both of them could not even rule the country for a single day.
Moreover, the Taliban have been a very important reality of contemporary
Afghanistan notwithstanding the fact that to what extent Afghan authorities
may call them as of no standing of their own. The Afghan authorities’ nonrecognition of the Taliban as a genuine and independent force has been
the main cause of the apparently unending conflict in Afghanistan.
While the Afghan government, whether of President Karzai or President
Ghani, could not be able to control Afghanistan, they blamed the Taliban
for being the stooges of Pakistan. This is despite the fact that the US, the
main party to the Afghan conflict theatre, has recognized the Taliban as a
key political stakeholder. It was after this recognition of the Taliban as a
genuine political force that it engaged in talks with the group members. So
no amount of denial by the Afghan authorities of the Taliban could shield
the truth of their existence. In fact, Afghan Presidents Karzai and Ghani
and their officials have been trying to prove that the Taliban have been
nothing but Pakistani stooges. However, they have been unable to prove
their point as not only Washington has recognized the genuineness of the
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group but the latter has also been having extensive support of the Afghans.
No insurgency or militancy could be sustained in a manner as the Taliban
have perpetrated it for the last 20 years without the support of the people.
Unfortunately, Ashraf Ghani has not learnt from history and, therefore,
he has refused to set free the Taliban inmates arguing that the fate of his
country could not be decided by Washington and Pakistan. Obviously, the
fate of any country could not be and ought not to be decided by some other
country but if a country and its government is unable to establish its writ
over its territory and people, then the legitimacy of such authority is very
much suspected and questionable. So if Ghani does not agree with the
terms of the agreement between the US and the Taliban, he should have
unequivocally told the US beforehand that any deal between them would
not be acceptable to him. However, he waited so that to see the outcome
of the agreement and when the outcome challenged his position and his
regime, he refused to abide by it. Now, it is the duty of Washington to make
Ghani comply with the agreement, otherwise the future of Afghanistan and
peace and stability there would be at stake.
It may also be mentioned that the political position of Ghani is also quite
weak as his main challenger, Abdullah Abduallah, in the last presidential
elections blamed that he had been re-elected fraudulently and he would
form a parallel government in the country. Now when the possible deal between Washington and the Taliban would further weaken the position of
Ghani, as the group would definitely call for a new election or even a
change of the political system, which would be at the altar of the person of
Ghani, he does not want to respect the terms of the agreement. Ghani has
come up with a strange logic by stating that he could only set free Afghan
Taliban prisoners if the Taliban leadership and members living in Pakistan
would shift to Afghanistan. This is again a blame-game on his part to unnecessarily drag Pakistan into the Afghan crisis while Islamabad has
demonstrated a lot of flexibility to make the Taliban come to the negotiations table. No doubt, Pakistan has influence over the Taliban and it has
fundamentally been due to the fact that the Taliban, like millions of Afghan
refugees, have been living in Pakistan for the last four decades with complete freedom and, therefore, Pakistan is like a second home to them. Had
Pakistan not exercised its soft influence over the Taliban they could not
have even engaged in talks with Washington and the latter as well as President Ghani know this quite well. So in this regard, the role of Pakistan
should have been appreciated instead of criticized.
If Ghani still sticks to his illogical stance, it would be disastrous for
Afghanistan and if something happens to the country, his power and presidency would also be affected. Therefore, he should take a dispassionate
and objective stock of the situation and let the peace deal succeed between the US and the Taliban. Moreover, if he is a true statesman he
should work to purposefully engage the Taliban in intra-Afghan dialogue,
so that a lasting solution to the Afghan problem could be achieved and it
is a historic opportunity for all Afghans to capitalize on, otherwise history
would not pardon them.
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Counterterrorism

The significance of PakAfghan border fencing
Raza Khan

While the situation in Afghanistan has taken a new turn and peace is still
elusive in the country after an accord signed between the United States
and the Afghan Taliban on February 29, Pakistan has successfully fenced
most parts of its international border with Afghanistan.
According to reports, Pakistan has completed the planned fencing of
84 percent of its border with Afghanistan. Although the total length of the
Pakistan border with Afghanistan, known as the Durnad Line, is 2640 kilometres, yet not all of its entire length was planned to be fenced. There are
hundreds of kilometres of the border area which cannot be fenced as the
terrain is located at a very high altitude and is extremely rugged and, therefore, its fencing does not serve any purpose as it cannot be crossed by
humans. So, of the stipulated length of the border fencing, most of the target has been achieved and it is a great achievement of Pakistan in terms
of its national security and foreign policy. If the border fencing or for that
matter border management with Afghanistan can be described as one of
the single most important achievement of Pakistan in terms of its security
policy, then it would not be exaggeration rather more apt to describe it so.
It is important to mention that the Pakistan-Afghanistan border straddle
along two provinces of Pakistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and Balochistan. While the fencing was planned in most of the border area in KP, a long
and deep trench was to be dug along the border in Balochistan. Most work
on the trench is also said to be complete. Of the entire length of the Durand
Line, 1229 kilometres is situated in KP. Of that, the fencing of 829 kilometres had to be carried out and till this time it has been set up on 695.5 kilometres, which comes to around 84 percent. The fencing has been set up
right in the north from the Bajaur district to in the South till the South
Waziristan district of KP. Along with the fencing, 443 border forts were also
to be constructed, of which 250 have been successfully completed and
the rest would be constructed by the end of the current year.
Insofar as the management of the Durand Line is concerned, it has its
roots in the core and longstanding issue between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Kabul has never recognized the Durand Line as the official
border between Pakistan and Afghanistan and it has always considered
Pakistan’s Pashtun areas as part of Afghanistan. Therefore, Kabul has
also considered the Durand Line as an “imaginary” line dividing Pashtuns,
whose traditional homeland is Afghanistan. Pasthuns are the majority ethnic group of Afghanistan whereas it is second largest ethno-linguistic group
of Pakistan. The border between Afghanistan and Pakistan has always
been very difficult to manage as it is located in a very inhospitable terrain.
Therefore, Pakistan had always thought it would be next to impossible to
manage the border. It had been despite the fact that Kabul has had irredentist claims on large tracts of Pakistani territory. Even Pakistan did not
bother to have solid management of the Durand Line before mid-1980s,
when there had never been any “Strategic Depth” policy of Pakistan in
place regarding Afghanistan. The Strategic Depth policy, conceived by military ruler General Ziaul Haq (1979-88), wanted to have open access to
the Pakistani military forces in an eventuality of war with its eastern archrival India, so that the Pakistan forces could enter Afghan territory and then
launch a counteroffensive against Delhi from Afghanistan. In other words,
an open border or no-border policy of Pakistan with Afghanistan, although
very myopic, was understandable in the context of the Strategic Depth pol-
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icy but it did not have any justification whatsoever before mid-1980s.
Now when Pakistan has self-admittedly shunned the policy of Strategic
Depth in Afghanistan, there was a critical need to revisit the strategy of
open or no border with Kabul. Fortunately, Pakistani strategists and decision-makers rightly understood the situation and they came up with an
elaborate policy of border management. Under the policy of border management, Islamabad started fencing its long border with Afghanistan in the
middle of March, 2017, to effectively control the inflow of terrorists and militants from Afghanistan and the outflow of armed militants from Pakistan.
The decision to fence the border, whether taken in the past or presently
on the Pak-Afghan border, is the irreducible minimum to protect Pakistan
and its citizens from terrorist attacks, ricochet the vitriolic criticism from
Afghanistan, NATO, the US and Western countries of not doing enough to
stop the cross-border infiltration of Taliban insurgents from its soil into
Afghanistan. The Afghan government in the past had outrightly rejected the
fencing and mining of the Pakistan-Afghan border. There is also stiff opposition from important political groups and stakeholders on the Pakistan side
of the Durand Line, including the Pashtun ethno-linguistic nationalist parties,
like the Awami National Party (ANP) and PkMAP, as well as Jamaat-e-Islami and tribesmen organizations, like Tanzeem-e-Ittehad-e-Qabail.
As far as the fencing of the 2640 kilometres Durand Line is concerned,
it is near to impossible to fence the whole of it but a good part of it can be
fenced. In Pakistan’s border management plan, the fencing had become
extremely important. An 1100 kilometre-long trench has been dug while
satellite and physical air surveillance as well as several hundred pickets
have also been put in place. Against this backdrop, even selective fencing
serves its purpose. Islamabad should make an all-out effort to secure its
border with Afghanistan, whether through extensive or selective fencing.
Because it is not just the matter of cross-border infiltration of terrorists and
militants, but this is also very important for Pakistan’s overall national security, sovereignty and national integration and equally important, economic development. It has been due to the porous border with Afghanistan
that smugglers of food items have been taking advantage to move out essential commodities from Pakistan to Afghanistan, creating extreme shortage of the items in the local markets and skyrocketing their prices. On the
other hand, luxury items have been coming into Pakistan, basically imported for Afghanistan, giving serious blows to the local industry.
Whether Pakistan or Afghanistan governments publicly admit it or not,
but the problem between Afghanistan and Pakistan is not limited to militants and terrorists infiltration. Cross-border terrorism and militancy may
be an immediate cause of strained relationship between the two countries
but the roots of the mistrust lies in history. The fact of the matter is that behind the Pakistani decision to fence the border and Afghanistan’s opposition to it is the disputed nature of the Durand Line. Pakistan’s official stance
on the issue has been that it is an established border while Afghanistan’s
stand has been that it has never recognized the border, therefore, it has
the legal right of reclaiming the Pashtun areas of Pakistan. Even the Taliban regime in Afghanistan refused to renounce its stance on the Durand
Line issue when asked by the Pakistani government in the past. In this
historical context, the importance of the fencing and overall border management of the Durand Line by Pakistan could very well be understood.
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Strategy

FATF: Getting out of
the ‘grey list’
Muhammad Jahangir

Contrary to the expectations of India and other hostile forces, the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) has decided not to blacklist Pakistan and give it
more time to complete the 27-point action plan it has committed to as the
“vast majority of FATF members recognised Islamabad’s enormous efforts
to improve its counter-terror financing regime”.
The global financial watchdog has announced that its plenary has decided not to blacklist Pakistan because the country showed progress on a
majority of actionable points and demonstrated its serious political commitment to curb terror financing and money laundering. Pakistan’s status
would be retained on FATF’s Compliance Document, normally referred to
as the “grey list”, for four more months, setting June 2020 as the new deadline for delivering on the remaining points related to terror financing risk
management.
The FATF is an intergovernmental organisation founded in 1989 at the
initiative of the G-7 nations to develop policies to combat money laundering. In February last year, the FATF had decided to place Pakistan on the
“grey list” with effect from June 2018. Pakistan had been given a 27-point
ambitious action plan that required it to completely choke terror financing
and monetary laundering, dismantle terrorist sanctuaries, and make the
banking and non-banking financial regulations more stringent. This is the
second four-month lifeline that the FATF has given to Pakistan, that would
also help keep open the financing pipelines from international creditors.
Avoiding the FATF blacklist would also guarantee the continuation of the
IMF programme, subject to the fulfillment of its other conditions.
As a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson has explained, the purpose and aim of the FATF is to support countries’ efforts to strengthen institutions against money laundering and terror financing and safeguard the
international financing system. He said:“We stand ready to work with relevant parties to offer more assistance to Pakistan in this area.” It is notable
that China and other brotherly countries have supported Pakistan throughout the FATF process in terms of guiding the country to improve its frameworks, while India has made an utmost effort to put Pakistan on the black
list
It may be added here that the FATF has appreciated the progress made
by Pakistan but expressed its concern about the failure to complete its action plan to reduce money laundering and terrorist financing risks. In this
connection, it urged Pakistan to swiftly complete its full action plan by June
2020. Otherwise, if significant and sustainable progress in prosecuting and
penalizing terror financing is not made by the next plenary, the FATF will
take action.
The FATF statement noted that since June 2018, Pakistan made a
high-level political commitment to work with it and the Asia-Pacific Group
(APG) to strengthen its AML/CFT regime and to address its strategic
counter-terrorist financing-related deficiencies. Pakistan’s political commitment has led to progress in a number of areas in its action plan, the statement said. The progress has been made on risk-based supervision and
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pursuing domestic and international cooperation to identify cash couriers.
Now the FATF wants Pakistan to implement its action plan to address
some specific deficiencies. For instance, it wants remedial actions in cases
of AML/CFT violations, relating to TF risk management and TFS obligations. Pakistan is also required to identify and take enforcement action
against illegal money or value transfer services (MVTS), and tighten crossborder currency and BNI controls at all ports of entry, including applying
“effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions”.
To this end, law-enforcement agencies (LEAs) are required to identify
and investigate the widest range of TF activity zeroing in on target-designated persons and entities. Above all, Pakistan will need to effectively implement targeted financial sanctions against all terrorists and those acting
for or on their behalf with a view to preventing the raising and moving of
funds, identifying and freezing assets (movable and immovable), and prohibiting access to funds and financial services. In this behalf, TFS violations will need to be countered with administrative and criminal penalties
in cooperation with provincial and federal authorities.
All told, although Pakistan was unable to comply with some of the
points in the FATF action plan, yet it is recognized on all hands that it has
made sincere and serious efforts to improve the situation. No doubt, the
FATF has decided to retain Pakistan on the “grey list”, but there was little
chance of Pakistan being blacklisted at the FATF’s plenary meeting due
to the Pakistani civilian and military leadership’s firm commitments to plug
the loopholes in combating terror financing and money laundering. It is
hoped that the authorities concerned in Pakistan will move with speed to
implement the FATF action plan to plug all loopholes with a view to completely eliminate all avenues of terror financing. Given the firm commitment
by the government on the subject, this should not be difficult to achieve.
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Economics

Coronavirus and
global economy
Muhammad Jahangir

According to a survey conducted by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the global economy could grow at its
slowest rate since 2009 this year due to the coronavirus outbreak. The European think tank has forecast growth of just 2.4% in 2020, down from
2.9% in November. But if the outbreak continues and gets more intensive,
the growth rate could further decline to 1.5%. The OECD’s warning came
after the Bank of England vowed to help stabilise markets, which suffered
steep losses over the last two weeks.
The OECD forecast further said that the global economy could recover
to 3.3% growth in 2021, assuming the epidemic peaked in China in the
first quarter of this year and other outbreaks proved mild and contained.
But it said the picture would be much worse if the virus spread throughout
Asia, Europe and North America. Laurence Boone, the OECD's chief
economist, in his comment said: "The main message from this downside
scenario is that it would put many countries into a recession, which is why
we are urging measures to be taken in the affected areas as quickly as
possible."
Media reports from around the world show that coronavirus is already
forcing businesses to suspend operations everywhere - in China and elsewhere as officials try to contain its spread. The previous weeks saw major
stock markets suffer their worst weekly performance since the 2008 financial crisis, with $1.5 trillion being wiped off the value of global shares. In
view of this, investors hope that central banks around the world will work
in unison to support financial markets as the deadly virus spreads to more
countries.
In this context, the lead has been taken by the Bank of England which
continues to monitor developments around the world and is assessing its
potential impact on the global and UK economies and financial systems.
The bank is said to be working closely with domestic financial authorities
as well as international agencies to ensure that all necessary steps are
taken to protect financial and monetary stability.
Other central banks are also up and active. Japan's central bank and
the US Federal Reserve have also prepared plans to intervene to stop
more big falls on global stock markets. Encouraged by the news, London's
FTSE 100 index soared almost 3% in early trading last week, while stocks
in Pakistan also recovered by a big margin in the first week of March. Other
Asian markets too closed higher, with China's Shanghai Composite index
gaining 3.2% and Japan's benchmark index, the Nikkei 225, ending the
week 1% higher.
Weeks ago, senior officials in President Donald Trump's administration
tried to address concerns about the impact of the outbreak, highlighting
the US economy's underlying strength. US Vice-President Mike Pence,
who is leading the administration's response to the coronavirus, said that
the stock market "will come back", adding that "the fundamentals of the
economy are strong".
On the negative side, the privately-run Caixin/Markit Manufacturing
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Purchasing Managers' Index showed the fastest rate of contraction in
China's factory activity since the survey was launched in 2004. It followed
the release earlier of equally weak official numbers. Both sets of data came
after employers across the country were ordered to remain closed after
the annual Chinese New Year holiday as part of attempts by authorities to
stop the spread of the virus.
The decline, which was even worse than the slump seen during the
2008 global financial crisis, highlighted the outbreak's huge impact on the
world's second-largest economy. However, there are limits to what traditional monetary policy can actually achieve if the coronavirus outbreak
continues to spread.
Needless to say, if the supply chains are disrupted, and factories have
to shut down, interest rate cuts are unlikely to help very much. Likewise, if
people don't want to go to the shops, eat in restaurants, travel on planes
or stay in hotels, cheap credit isn't going to make a lot of difference. And
in many countries, interest rates are in any case already low.
But the prospect of a rate cut does at least provide a psychological
morale booster and reduces the risk of the falls on the markets turning into
a rout. The next step may be to look at ways of encouraging commercial
banks to provide targeted support - for companies that are struggling with
repayments on loans because their business has been affected by the outbreak.
It is clear that this may be the kind of life-support that's really needed
to keep firms operating until the worst of the crisis is over. The OECD has
advised governments to step in if the virus worsened, providing extra support for their health systems and emergency loans for hard-hit industries.
According to experts, there is a need for a coordinated G20 response, including health, fiscal and monetary policy measures. It would not only send
a strong confidence message but also enhance the effect of individual national actions.
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Education

Why foreign degree holders
reluctant to return to country
Rasheed Ali
Rizwan Ali, a PhD scholar at the University of Science and Technology of
China (USTC), has no plans to return to Pakistan after the completion of his
degree in the next few months. The main reason for it, what he says, is a lack
of a conducive environment for continuing his research pursuits in Pakistani
universities.
His university, the USTC, is a leading research university of Hefei, the capital and largest city of the Chinese province of Anhui, functioning under the direct leadership of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The university was
ranked 12th among the universities around the world in the Nature Index of
2019, and within the top 100 of the QS World University Rankings last year
(2019).
During his four-year stay at the USTC, the Lahore-based Pakistani scholar
successfully completed his research work and submitted his report for approval. “The Pakistani higher education institutions can’t even think of providing a research environment and facilities to their scholars, which Chinese
universities are providing to their students,” Mr. Ali tells Cutting Edge in an informal talk in Lahore.
Studying at a Chinese university or conducting research, a student does
not have to worry about the costly materials needed for the purpose. The research scholars are never asked about the use of large quantities of costly
materials, though in Pakistan they have to pay for whatever materials they
use for experiments, he says. Rizwan Ali’s research topic was “Graphene
Oxide–Zinc Ferrite/DOX nanocomposites for induced toxicity of cancer cells
and imaging by the MRI.” “The study results will help find out new treatment
for cancer patients,” he adds. The researcher is planning to extend his China
stay for postdoctoral studies. He says his post-doc research topic would be
“the Duality of Graphene Oxide-Zinc Ferrite nanocomposites in cancer therapy: Amplification of heating efficiency by magnetic hyperthermia and photothermal cancer therapy.”
The researcher, in his early 30s, says the main reason for extending his
stay in China is the import of new and costly equipment by the University of
Science and Technology of China for research. He believes the equipment
will not be provided by a university in Pakistan even in the next 10 to 15 years
and he wants to benefit from the new apparatus before he moves to a developed country.
Rizwan Ali is not the only Pakistani scholar who is reluctant to return to the
country after earning a PhD degree from a reputable foreign university. Higher
education in Pakistan has been in dire straits for a long time. Universities do
not have funds to pay salaries and are seeking help from the government. As
per international standards, at least 4% of GDP should be allocated for the education sector and 25% of the total education budget should be spent on universities. During the past years, vice chancellors held hectic meetings to work
out ways to keep universities running. The Higher Education Commission
(HEC) has failed in pleading its case before the government to secure required
funds. Its chairman has admitted in media talks that the higher education sector
has at least 45% less than needed funds. The access to higher education, defined in terms of the participation of the youth, in Pakistan is one of the lowest
in the region i.e. Turkey (69%), Iran (52.2%), Indonesia (32%), India (25%), Sri
Lanka (17%), Bangladesh (13.2%), and Pakistan (9.5%).
MS and PhD scholars are the real essence of higher education but the
degrees have been shifted off the priority list of the HEC. If the body is not for
high-end research in modern disciplines, what is it for?
Rizwan Ali’s main concern is also financial issues. He fears that on his return to Pakistan, he will not be able to earn as much salary as he is getting in
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scholarship in China. “The Chinese university has given me a family accommodation along with nearly a Rs100,000 monthly stipend besides other facilities,” the researcher tells Cutting Edge. “And if I return to Pakistan with a PhD
degree, I fear I won’t be able to get more than Rs50,000 monthly at any public
sector university,” he adds.
Ali believes he would get Rs200,000 to Rs200,000 monthly stipend during
his postdoctoral research in his current university, the USTC. And if he moves
to a developed European university, he would be paid a handsome amount
for his research and services.
Political intervention in appointment of key officials and even deans, chairpersons and professors in universities is yet another indicator of decay in
higher education. Due to the intervention, many universities fail to achieve a
rotation mechanism for deans and chairpersons. As a result, politically influential deans and department heads call the shots at the cost of quality in research.
Two years back, an influential teacher was appointed chairperson of the
media studies department of the biggest public sector university of Lahore.
An official at the department told Cutting Edge that the father of the teacher,
a very influential journalist, played a role in her appointment, in violation of
merit. The teacher, then a non-PhD, was appointed the department head in
the presence of at least four senior PhD degree holders.
A controversy erupted at the time of admission to the PhD programme
when the admission committee comprising PhD degree holders refused to
work under a non-PhD committee head. The admission process for PhD
scholars was cancelled for the second time. The process was earlier declared
null and void after the university vice chancellor office had found grave irregularities in it. A candidate had complained to the VC office about admitting
only “favourites.” It is obvious that the “scholars” getting admission to MPhil
and PhD courses through a tainted process would never deliver in future.
The private universities are also not satisfied with the performance of the
HECP. The universities constitute 40% of total recognised universities both at
national and Punjab level (83 out of 210 recognised universities with 35 subcampuses at national level and 28 out of 70 universities in the Punjab), have
also raised serious concerns over the higher education policies of the government.
Rizwan Ali says Pakistan should learn from the Chinese, Singaporean and
South Korean models of education, which used education and knowledge as
a tool to emerge as powerful nations. However, Shafqat Mahmood, the federal
minister for education and professional training, does not agree that higher
education is being neglected by the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf government.
“Prime Minister Imran Khan gives a top priority to the education sector and
he has ordered for the provision of uninterrupted funds for higher education
in the country,” he tells Cutting Edge at a function in the federal capital. The
premier directed the finance ministry last week to ensure the provision of uninterrupted funds to cope with the needs of the higher education sector regardless of the economic difficulties of the country, claims the minister. He
said he had ordered for the transfer of financial powers to the HEC executive
director, who’s also the principal accounting officer of the institution, to avoid
any delay in the release of funds.
Shafqat Mahmood says an easy access to higher education for students,
improving the quality of faculty and graduates and uplifting research standards
in accordance with modern-day needs are the challenges facing the HEC.
The minister expresses confidence that all issues confronting the education
sector, particularly higher education, would be resolved in the next three years.
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Viewpoint

Who is playing God?
Fakir Syed Ayazuddin

When a senior anchor was shown on television with handcuffs a few
months ago, Prime Minister Imran Khan was seen commenting that this
was indeed wrong and the handcuffs should be removed immediately.
The very next day, the same anchor was shown prominently with his
other hand in handcuffs. Somebody was making it clear that there was a
power stronger than the Prime Minister of Pakistan, which could countermand the instructions of the Prime Minister.
And so it can be assumed that the nonperformance of Prime Minister
Imran Khan is due to forces which are beyond even his control. It is becoming obvious that Imran Khan surely is not in control of the affairs of the
country. The success of the sugar mafia, and the wheat crisis in creating
sugar and wheat anomalies which have robbed the Imran government of
its credibility are proof that there is a force working against Imran Khan
and to subvert his government. While Imran Khan has been blamed for a
series of U-turns, the reality lies in his inability to get his orders carried out
and implemented.
It seems that someone is playing God and countermanding the instructions of the elected Prime Minister of the country. Imran Khan must stop,
think and investigate who is playing this role in weakening his authority.
We all know that Imran Khan is still the most popular leader of the country
despite the poor performance of his government. However, it should be
ascertained how and who is this figure seemingly more powerful than the
elected Prime Minister succeeding in creating blockages to undermine the
smooth running of the PTI government?
These actions of the supra-PM have proved him over 18 months to be
more powerful than the Prime Minister of Pakistan. It is important now for
Imran Khan to find the person who is creating these anomalies and hindering his agenda. We know that God does not play politics, so who is this
person who is unelected, not in service, and can still wheel such incredible
power that he can make decisions of the cabinet appear foolish and
against the interest of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) and the Prime
Minister.
This God-like power is being exercised by someone so successfully
that an elected Prime Minister is made to look inept and incompetent in
the eyes of the public.
The Gullu Butts of Gawal Mandi were bragging that apart from the judiciary and the government, they have done a deal with Jabrayeel
(Gabriel) himself and their supporters would find favours in the hereafter.
The blunders of Imran’s government are proof that maybe the supra-PM
is indeed a Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) appointee!
The IMF, KGB, CIA, Mossad and RAW have no role in the blunders
committed by Imran Khan’s government in Pakistan. These are deliberate
creations by a collection of persons whose actions are directed by someone able to counter the powerful Prime Minister. It is obvious Imran Khan
is being outmanoeuvred by someone more powerful than he.
Imran Khan should resign from his office until this person or persons
are identified and removed. If Khan cannot succeed in his day-to-day running of the government and Nawaz Sharif, Shahbaz Sharif and Asif
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Zardari, and all people like them, can be held as shining examples of competence and good governance, then something is seriously wrong in Islamabad.
Imran Khan must call upon people, like his Interior Minister Ejaz Shah,
to explain how even a smoothly running and credible organization, like the
Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF), can screw up the drug case of former Punjab
Law Minister Rana Sanaullah, where all of a sudden the evidence against
him has been declared defective.
This along with the nonperformance of corruption references, filed by
the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) against Nawaz Sharif, Shahbaz
Sharif, Asif Zardari and all the other accused of looting the national wealth,
are at a standstill. On the other hand, the poor public is desperately waiting
for the return of the looted wealth. It was an election promise of the PTI.
The Imran Khan government believes that Pakistani nationals with more
than 152,500 offshore bank accounts could have stashed away $11 billion
abroad. Former Finance Minister Ishaq Dar had claimed in the parliament
that Pakistani nationals stashed a whopping $200 billion in Swiss accounts
but never gave the source of his information. The ruling Pakistan Tehreeki-Insaf (PTI) party had promised to recover the money after coming to
power. However, the government has failed to bring back the looted wealth
stashed abroad. It seems that a powerful figure that is above the Prime
Minister has successfully outmanoeuvred and outwitted Imran Khan and
his government and has allowed these crooks to get away. God does not
play politics.
Imran Khan should now search out each person responsible for it. To
continue in the manner would be more of the same. In the interest of the
country, Imran should expose this power. This would be his greatest service to Pakistan and himself.
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Viewpoint

Concluding the
Afghan peace process
Dr. Zeeshan Khan

Once German-born theoretical physicist, who developed the theory of
relativity, one of the two pillars of modern physics, Albert Einstein said
that peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding. The peace negotiations between the United States and the
Taliban started in 2018 but the chances of thier success were never expected perhaps by both parties.
Taliban Deputy Leader Sirajuddin Haqqani wrote an important article
for the New York Times about the Afghan peace process, supporting the
peace process and it is has many things to reflect on. The process was
not easy, especially when there were disruptions in it either by President
Trump and his administration or by some uncompromising points by the
Taliban. Pakistan made a remarkable work by facilitating the process for
the betterment of Afghanistan, itself and particularly peace of the entire
region. The exit of American troops from Afghanistan after the loss of
3,500 Americans and allied troops is good news for America and all people of the region and it also indicates towards a new situation in the region. Pakistan must be ready for it. It would be more accurate to say
that Pakistan must prepare itself for a new revolution.
Afghanistan is a tough country and all its invaders now must understand it. It can be said that Afghanistan really proved itrself the graveyard
of empires. Mistakes were made by Pakistan’s immature political and administrative elite. Moreover, Pakistan was left unable to realize the real
consequences of nurturing unintellectual thoughts then. The so-called
thought of Jihad was not born by Pakistan. Pakistani governments were
of the view that they were exploiting America but instead of it, Pakistan
was being exploited by America for its specific motives. America wanted
to humiliate and defeat the erstwhile Soviet Union in Afghanistan and its
purpose completed but it also distressed itself in the fire of Afghan war.
However, what did Pakistan achieve by getting into the fire of Afghanistan
other than the loss of 75,000 Pakistani lives and economic debacle? The
Soviet Union was already very weak and its economy was also stumbling
at the time. It also made a mistake by coming into Afghanistan and it
proved a quagmire for it. But, the 9/11 incident reminded America that
things made difficult for others, most of the times fire back.
Now, it is difficult to imagine who is the winner or looser but it is quite
clear that America did not win the war. Pakistan sustained the cost of
managing the Taliban. Barring few exceptions, very few countries will
openly criticize the arrangement. The Taliban are a tough nut to crack.
It’s only a marriage of convenience, each has separate agendas. Liberals vehemently think that the Taliban are not built for peace, they are religious dictators and an enemy of peace and freedom.
While Afghans are Pukhtuns are the largest ethnic group, it is highly
unlikely that they represent a majority. They are brave and they proved
it by their steadiness in the fight for 18 years against America and on
the whole 39 years including the Soviet Union.
When America invaded Afghanistan, the Taliban shifted to the tribal
areas of Pakistan and made their hideouts in the areas and when Amer-
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ica pressurized the Musharraf government, then Pakistan had to start
operations against the militants in the tribal areas without any specific
preparation. So, Pakistan faced a wave of anger from the militants in
the form of worst terrorism incidents including suicide bomb attacks all
across the country. Both Al-Qaeda and Taliban targeted Pakistan and
hence, Pakistan was called the international centre of terrorism. The internal security of Pakistan was so threatened that after the 2014 Peshawar APS attack, the army and political leadership decided to fight
back. An operation was started in erestwhile FATA, which actually defeated terrorism at large and the militants had to flee to Afghanistan.
Now, America is leaving Afghanistan but complete withdrawal of American forces will not occur and it should not be done immediately but step
by step, which would be beneficial for both parties.
A while ago, there was a perception and experts used to say that
they don't know when this war will end. One thing was sure that sooner
or later Americans were going back leaving all debris of the war at the
door of Pakistan. Another opinion was; everything will return to the status quo once US election is over. Sometimes, it seems that peace in
Afghanistan is a wild goose chase.
The Taliban and US both are on good terms so far and it is very beneficial for the peace and bright future of Pakistan. If there is peace in
Afghanistan, Pakistan would prosper easily without any external threat
from the Afghan side. Pakistan must establish good relations with
Afghanistan and trade must be its priority. Pakistan has already lifted a
lot of burden of Afghanistan, especially in the form of Afghan refugees
in Pakistan. Till date, 2.7 million Afghan refugees have been hosted by
Pakistan. United Nations Secretary General António Guterres also
praised the hospitality of Pakistan. Intra-Afghan talks are important and
peace settlements are essential. Unless all stakeholders, including local
leaders and regional countries are involved, there can never be lasting
peace in Afghanistan.
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Opinion

Putin will go
before 2036
Leonid Ragozin

Like many of Vladimir Putin's moves, the one he pulled off on March 10
felt like an unexpected plot twist in a thriller movie. Just two months earlier
he had announced plans to amend the Russian constitution, sending domestic and foreign observers into frenzied predictions about his succession plans for when his current presidential term expires in 2024. Many of
them envisaged him as some of kind of a shadow ruler or "father of the
nation", supervising an obedient successor.
Then, in a lightning move on March 10, he opted for a scenario so crude
it was previously dismissed by most Russia watchers, not least because it
contradicted assurances from his entourage. In the morning of that day, the
world's first woman in space and current Russian Duma member, Valentina
Tereshkova, put forward a proposal to allow Putin to run for another two presidential terms after 2024, which was to be included in the package of constitutional amendments the parliament was discussing. The president was
promptly informed of these proceedings and he immediately made his way
to the Duma, where he delivered a speech approving Tereshkova's proposal.
Afterwards, the parliament members voted to pass it. Next, the Constitutional Court will have to approve the amendments after which they will
be put to a popular vote in a national quasi-referendum on April 22. Few
doubt there will be any obstacle to that. Putin's move was so brazenly out
of line with everything he had said before that even the hardened Russian
opposition appeared at a loss for words minutes after it happened. Soon,
however, a key member of Aleksey Navalny's movement, Leonid Volkov,
called it "a coup d'etat, technically speaking", while activists launched pickets under St Vladimir's statue near the Kremlin's walls. On the same day,
the Moscow mayor's office introduced a temporary ban on public gatherings of more than 5,000 attendees - ostensibly due to coronavirus threat.
Clearly, the local authorities are taking measures to prevent a major
outburst of public anger in the streets of the capital. The last time Putin
decided to prolong his rule by twisting the Constitution, he had to face an
unprecedented wave of protests which rocked Moscow for several months
in the winter of 2011-2012. In the end, he survived the protests and remained a rather popular president - not just because of repressive measures and political manoeuvring.
Putin has been the embodiment of Russian majoritarian consensus on
what Russia should be like. This consensus is, of course, fluid, but the
Kremlin has worked hard to maintain it. It has been very sensitive to polling
data and quite refined at manipulating public opinion for which it has employed an army of spin doctors to spread propaganda and dress political
moves in right-wing conservative ideology. Apart from that, a unique alignment of internal and external factors has helped keep this consensus afloat
for so long. Putin presided over the greatest improvement in quality of life
in the memory of middle-aged and older generations - although one can
argue about his personal role in achieving it. These people remember the
horrors of World War II, the chronic deficit of quality goods and services in
the late Soviet times and the turmoil of the 1990s and are quite alert to the
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risks of losing Putin's trademark stability.
There is also the crisis of role models. The situation today cannot be
more different from what it was in 1991 when millions of Russians embraced the Western model of governance and economic prosperity. Over
the years, Putin demonstrated that he can offer higher standards of living
without the risks that come with political liberalisation. Today, Russia's per
capita GDP adjusted for purchasing power parity is on par with that of EU's
ex-communist members. At the same time, Georgia and Ukraine continue
to provide a convenient example of the troubles Russia could face, were
its people to push for political freedom through a colour revolution.
Indeed, the failure of Ukraine's Maidan revolution [to deliver on its
promise of undoing the oligarch - very much aided by both the West and
the Kremlin - the subsequent rise of the far right, and the continuing war
in the east have given Putin's alternative - economic and political stability
under authoritarian rule - quite a boost. The continuing crisis of Western
liberal democracy, manifested in the rise of Donald Trump and the success
of Brexit, has also sown doubts among Russians about the need to pursue
the Western model. The reluctance of the West to welcome Russia into
the fold by offering it to integrate into the EU and NATO has also contributed to this feeling. A scarecrow Russia appears to be much more politically expedient for Western politicians than a democratic one.
But these pillars of the popular consensus surrounding Putin are getting
increasingly shaky. For several years already, polls have been showing a
tectonic shift in the attitudes of the Russian population. The perceived need
for stability has been overtaken by the demand for change. The nationalistic fervour surrounding the annexation of Crimea has also worn off.
Today, Russians want normalisation with Ukraine and the West, while hostile attitudes are receding.
There is a also new generation of youth who have held daring unsanctioned protests and participated en masse in Navalny's regional offices
across the country. Their main motivation to protest is that they have seen
no other Russia than Putin's in their entire lives. Putin fatigue is settling in
and, within a few years, there will be no more tricks up the president's
sleeve that will allow him to keep the majoritarian consensus intact. Russia's hive mind will move on towards new ideas and new personalities.
Any change in the above-mentioned factors, particularly the resurgence
of liberal values in the West and a defeat of the far right, can trigger that
shift in Russia. But even without them, the life cycle of the Putin brand will
naturally expire sooner or later, and the Russian president knows that all
too well. The constitutional changes will allow him to keep his options open
and avoid being seen as a lame duck, but they will not stop the inevitable.
The best thing Putin could do for himself in the next four years is generate
more positive legacy in the form of big infrastructural projects and groom
a reliable successor to replace him in 2024. As a calculating man, he
should know that his personal risks are lower if he leaves before it is too
late than if he strives to retain his leadership post forever.
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Rights

Skateboarding won't
'save' Afghan girls
Sahar Ghumkhor

The film “Learning to Skateboard in a Warzone” (if you're a girl) won the Oscar
for best documentary (short subject). The film focuses on Afghan girls who
learn to skate through a programme run by Berlin-based NGO Skateistan
which purports to "give children the opportunity to become leaders for a better
world" by combining "skateboarding with creative, arts-based education".
At the Oscars ceremony, director Carol Dysinger described the film as a
"love letter to the brave girls of that country" and praised the work of Skateistan,
which, in her words, teaches "girls courage, to raise your hand, to say I am here
and I have something to say". With this win, “Learning to Skateboard in a Warzone” joins a long list of Western-produced, critically acclaimed films, books, articles, photos, etc about Afghan women and girls in distress who - often with
the helpful hand of a Westerner - find their way to empowerment. In recent
years, we saw Barry Levinson's “Rock the Kasbah” (2015), in which a young
Afghan singer (played by Palestinian actress Leem Lubany) is "discovered" by
a struggling American music manager (Bill Murry). There was also Angelina
Jolie's animated feature “Breadwinner” (2017) about a girl who disguises herself
as a boy to support her struggling family during the Taliban rule in Kabul.
The film is based on the award-winning trilogy of books The Breadwinner
(2001-03) by Canadian author Deborah Ellis who got inspired to write them
after interviewing Afghan refugees in a camp in Pakistan in the late 1990s.
Articles about "Afghan girl empowerment" also regularly make it to Western
media outlets. There have been a myriad of stories about "Afghanistan's first
female graffiti artist who is risking it all for her murals"; about Afghan girls learning to play Coldplay and Bob Marley songs on a guitar; about an all-female
orchestra telling the Taliban "we won't be silenced" and so on.
In all of these stories, Afghan women and girls who pursue their interests
are presented as seemingly breaking the gender norms of their society. They
are artists, hipsters, rebels with a cause, who are often introduced as trailblazers, the first-of-whatever social experience that is "unheard of" in their natural
landscape of violence, poverty and misfortune.
So why does the West love to tell stories of Muslim girls doing edgy or
artsy things in Afghanistan? Why do these stories matter so much to Western
audiences? These stories decontextualise the lives of these girls, presenting
them as ideal victims for pity and ideal heroes for admiration. Their feats make
Westerners feel good about the war in Afghanistan, that unlike the Iraq war
was the "good" war, which "liberated" girls and women and gave them opportunities their own society would have never afforded them. After all, the "liberation of Afghan women" was one of the declared noble causes of the 2001
US-led invasion named Operation Enduring Freedom.
Apart from evoking white saviour emotions, such stories also serve well
to cover up the complexities of economic and political realities in Afghanistan
and elsewhere in the Muslim world. Indeed, it is much more soothing and gratifying for a Westerner to believe that girls and women suffer because of the
"inherent backwardness" of their societies rather than because of centuries
of ruthless Western military and political intervention in their countries leading
to constant conflicts.
These stories set the scene in Afghanistan and elsewhere as a clash of
values - modern vs tradition, women vs patriarchy, individual desire vs community norms - and conveniently drive attention away from the horrors of the
global "war on terror" and the havoc it has wreaked on the lives of Afghan
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women and men. The experiences of Afghan (and more generally Muslim)
girls and women are thus commodified into what media scholar Gillian Whitlock
calls propaganda "soft weapons" - narratives from the third world which serve
the political and military agenda of Western powers. In this sense, all these
stories of empowerment are mediated for the purposes of Western intervention.
One could trace Western obsession with women's and girls' victimhood in
Afghanistan to one iconic image - the 1985 National Geographic's Afghan girl
cover. For decades, the image of eight-year-old Afghan refugee Sharbat Gula
was published, reprinted and displayed many times without her name or true
story. It was accompanied by a single deceptive caption "Haunted eyes tell of
an Afghan refugee's fears". Her eyes, however, were not full of fear but rather
anger at a white man - American photographer Steve McCurry - who had
barged into her all-girls class and made her teacher order her out to pose for
a photo she did not want to pose for.
Fifteen years later, Sharbat was dragged out of her village and made to
take a nine-hour journey so she would again be forced to show her face to
that same white man and his white crew from the National Geographic. Her
body would be objectified and commodified again. "Time and hardship have
erased her youth. Her skin looks like leather. The geometry of her jaw has
softened. The eyes still glare; that has not softened," declared the magazine.
Sharbat's experience is a perfect illustration of what American writer and filmmaker Susan Sontag's critique of photography: "To photograph people is to
violate them, by seeing them as they never see themselves, by having knowledge of them that they can never have; it turns people into objects that can
be symbolically possessed."
Countless Afghan girls and women have been possessed in this manner,
framed and packaged for Western consumption and enjoyment. Meanwhile,
their lives continue to be decontextualised, the real reasons behind their suffering and victimisation - obfuscated. The West takes violence and toxic patriarchy for granted, accepts them as inevitable, and ignores their roots in
conflict. It cannot imagine Afghan (or any other Muslim) society transforming,
walking its own way to gender harmony, creating conditions for young women
(and men) to pursue their ambitions in a safe and nurturing environment.
"Solutions" are instead seen as a series of social interventions and NGO
programmes which provide and encourage "fun activities" - skateboarding,
graffiti, music, etc which draw these girls and women closer to the Western
image of a "liberated girl or woman" and which supposedly make all the difference in their otherwise static grim reality. This approach is reminiscent of
palliative care which aims to optimise the quality of life for patients at the end
of their life. Afghan girls and women are provided with care that manages
symptoms of structural problems - conflict, poverty, lack of resources, education, etc - rather than the problems themselves.
This is because their society is perceived as "doomed", stuck in its "backwardness", and dismissed as a vanishing presence in history. Thus, stories
like “Learning to Skateboard in a Warzone” put hope in individual acts of "bravery" over the possibility of society-wide transformative movements for economic and political justice. Yet, it is a much braver feat for Afghan girls and
women to imagine and fight for true transformative political and societal
change in their country that will bring safety, freedom of choice and justice for
all, not for a select few.
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Viewpoint

India's Muslims are punished
for asking to be Indian
Vidya Subrahmaniam

On February 24, Hindu nationalist mobs descended on the northeastern parts
of India's capital, New Delhi, and wreaked havoc for four days, targeting Muslim businesses and homes. More than 50 people were killed and hundreds
were injured in the violence.
In the aftermath of the attacks, I visited one of the worst-affected neighbourhoods, Shiv Vihar, and witnessed the destruction. While Hindu shops and
residences looked largely intact, most Muslim houses and businesses were
gutted down to their bare bones. The burnt remains of the possessions of Muslim families - fridges, TV sets and cars - were scattered across the neighbourhood's narrow lanes. While one local mosque was charred to the ground,
another named Auliya looked largely unaffected from the outside. But inside, I
found that it, too, was a charred, mangled mess. Hindu residents seemed to
be carrying on with their lives as normal, but Muslims were nowhere to be seen
- they had all left, seeking safety in relief camps set up by the government.
The unrest that left Shiv Vihar in ruins was triggered after the weeks-long
sit-ins in Delhi against the new Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), which opponents say discriminates against Muslims, who were attacked by Hindu nationalists. Anti-CAA protests in Delhi had been peaceful from the beginning.
People got together to sing patriotic songs, wave Indian flags, recite from the
Indian constitution and listen to speeches on freedom, solidarity and secularism. The protesters - many of them women - demonstrated nothing but
loyalty to their country, but this did not stop the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) from portraying them as "traitors" and making them prime targets for
vigilante attacks.
In the run-up to the February 7 Delhi assembly elections, for example,
the BJP ran a vicious campaign targeting the city's Muslims. Anurag Thakur,
the junior finance minister, incited the crowd at an election rally to shout "shoot
the traitors". Another minister, Parvesh Verma, swore the protesters would
be "sent packing" within hours of a BJP victory, adding that if left unchecked,
they would "rape and kill". Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Minister of
Home Affairs Amit Shah, meanwhile, implied the protesters were anti-India
and pro-Pakistan. Modi termed the ongoing protests a "conspiracy" designed
to undermine "India's harmony". Shah claimed protesters had raised slogans
like "Jinnah wali azaadi (We want Jinnah-style independence)", suggesting
they demand the disintegration of India.
When the inevitable happened and the protesters were attacked, the violence quickly spread across Delhi. The authorities did little to ease the tensions, while the police faced accusations of looking the other way. Many
observers compared the attacks in Delhi to previous episodes of communal
violence. Indeed, India's post-independence history is bristling with such incidents. This most recent episode was neither the biggest nor the most violent
in India's recent history. Yet, for careful India watchers, what happened last
month was in a different category. To understand what makes these attacks
unique and therefore more frightening, let us recall two other episodes of intercommunal violence in India's recent history: the 1984 massacres of Sikhs
in Delhi and the 2002 pogroms targeting Muslims in the state of Gujarat.
The roots of the anti-Sikh violence of 1984 can be traced back to a separatist armed uprising that formed in the state of Punjab in the mid-1970s.
As the movement grew in power, fighters started staging violent attacks in
Delhi and other northern cities. In 1983, the leader of the movement, Jarnail
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Singh Bhindranwale, and some of his most prominent followers took refuge
in the Golden Temple, the holiest of Sikh shrines located in Amritsar in Punjab, to escape arrest. In June 1984, then-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi ordered the Indian military to flush out the Sikh fighters from the temple. More
than 500 people were killed during the operation, including many Sikh civilians. Then on October 31, 1984, two Sikh guards assassinated Gandhi at
her residence in New Delhi in retaliation. Her assassination set off a fury: at
the end of three days of non-stop butchery, 2,800 Sikhs were dead.
The 2002 Gujarat pogroms followed a similar scenario. On February 27,
2002, a blaze in a train carrying Hindu pilgrims killed 59 people in Godhra, Gujarat. The passengers were Hindu pilgrims, returning from Ayodhya after a religious ceremony at the site of the Babri Mosque. The mosque was demolished
10 years earlier by Hindu mobs claiming it was built on the ruins of a temple
dedicated to Ram, a major deity of Hinduism. One official enquiry concluded
that the fire in the train was accidental, caused by someone cooking or smoking
inside a coach, but this report was later dismissed by the Supreme Court as
"invalid". The Indian authorities eventually concluded that the train was set
ablaze by Muslims. The incident caused an explosion of rage in the Hindu community and led to the killing of more than 1,000 people, most of them Muslims.
The 1984 massacres of Sikhs and the 2002 pogroms against Muslims in Gujarat had a lot in common. In both cases, the police were accused of abandoning their supervisory duties, by either remaining passive or, in some cases,
aiding and abetting the killings. Both instances were also marked by acts of
extreme violence previously unseen in communal clashes in India.
In 1984, Sikh men and boys were fitted with burning tyres around their
necks so that their deaths would be slow and painful. Sikh women, on the
other hand, were repeatedly raped and forced to watch their husbands and
sons die. In 2002 in Gujarat, many men and boys were dismembered and
burned. Ehsan Jafri, a former member of Parliament, for example, was
hacked to pieces and burned despite repeatedly seeking help from people
he knew in the state government. Another important similarity between these
two horrific episodes of violence was accusations of government complicity.
In 1984, local Congress leaders in Delhi were accused of aiding and abetting
rioters, while the central government faced accusations of turning a blind eye
to the violence. In 2014, a fact-finding team jointly organised by two prominent
civil society organisations, the People's Union for Democratic Rights and the
People's Union for Civil Liberties, found that the attacks on members of the
Sikh Community in Delhi and its suburbs "were the outcome of a well-organised plan marked by acts of both deliberate commission and omission by important politicians of the Congress". Four years later, Sajjan Kumar, who was
a prominent MP at the time of the riots, was sentenced to life in prison for
"inciting crowds to kill Sikhs".
In Gujarat, similar accusations were directed at the state's BJP government. Modi, the then Chief Minister of Gujarat, was accused of failing to halt
the violence and indirectly encouraging some of the Hindu rioters. During its
deliberations on the Gujarat riots, India's Supreme Court even likened Modi's
government to that of Nero, the Roman emperor who fiddled while Rome
burned. In 2012, Modi was cleared of complicity in the violence by a Special
Investigation Team appointed by the Supreme Court, but rights groups continue to accuse him of tacitly supporting the rioters.
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Your View
Afghan peace agreement

Coronavirus panic
Let us not spread, panic, fear and scare of coronavirus; instead all
of us should take maximum possible preventive measures and create awareness to stop the spread of the virus. Quranic surah
Taghabun may be recited at least once a day to ward off an epidemic. I would like to share my experience of 1956 when there was
a serious flu epidemic in Pakistan which caused many deaths. It
was almost the same like today’s coronavirus. The Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (medical branch) had called for volunteers and
given them medicines for free distribution to affected people. Volunteers, including I, who was a college student, went door to door in
almost every house in Nazimabad number one, advising and administering the medicine as advised by the KMC. Notwithstanding
the above we should not talk of fatalities. The correct way to ex-

The attacks carried out by the Taliban in the aftermath of the
Doha peace agreement and the ensuing US airstrike in support of Afghan President Ashraf Ghani’s government will most
likely jeopardise the long-sought peace dream in Afghanistan.
The respite in attacks before the Doha deal was welcomed in
Afghanistan and in the region. What probably made the Taliban leadership furious was the Afghan president’s statement
that Taliban should not expect his government to release the
5,000 Taliban prisoners. President Ashraf Ghani must realise
that peace in Afghanistan cannot be achieved without the Taliban. There is a bright future awaiting Afghanistan over the
horizon but to attain this, Kabul must work diligently keeping
in view the Afghan people’s long-term interests.
Muhammad Waqas Khan

plain is to say, how many have been affected, how many have re-

Dera Ismail Khan

covered and how many are in the process of recovery. According to
latest worldwide figures, the ratio of death from coronavirus is from
two to four per cent of infected persons. There have been no
deaths in Pakistan till today, and hopefully there will be none.
Lt-Col (r) Syed Iftikhar Ahmed
Karachi

Aurat March
The fundamental objective of the Aurat March was to highlight
women’s issues. Women have a right to fight for their rights and
equality, for they are universally accepted and are protected by the
UN. However, in future the women’s march should be confined to a

Outdates textbooks

demand of basic rights instead of raising irrelevant slogans that do

Textbooks are a primary tool for education at school, college and uni-

not relate to women’s issues.

versity levels, where the teacher doesn’t teach but repeats what text-

I say this because if this trend continues, the movement will lose

books contain and the students are expected to reproduce the same.

support from some women who do not approve of objectionable

Besides, the questions given at the end of every chapter or lesson are

slogans in the guise of freedom and rights. This movement for gen-

localised and students face no challenge in answering them. This

der equality needs to be run in a better manner.

practice not only hampers students’ creativity, but also encourages

Engr Ashfaque Ali Khoso

them to memorise the exact contents of the book. The textbooks of

Jamshoro

Sindh Textbook Board, Jamshoro, are no different. They have not
been revised for the last two decades. To give you an example, the
Pakistan studies book for grade IX offers old statistics such as the
population of Pakistan is 132.35 million, the literacy rate in Pakistan
for male and female is 61 and 36 per cent, and so on. According to the
book, the population of Karachi is 10 million and only 32.5 per cent
people live in urban areas. The statistical data for other provinces and
cities is also given as per the 1998 census. In addition, the English
textbook seems to be a general knowledge book rather than a language learning book. It is also taught in a traditional way. The students
are asked to learn excerpts of it by rote learning, and they are graded
by the quantity of its contents that they can reproduce. Again, the
questions given at the end of every lesson are localised. Exercises

Coronavirus cases
Over a week ago when the federal and provincial governments confirmed two cases of coronavirus in Pakistan, the Balochistan government announced holidays in all educational institutions of the
province till March 15 and simultaneously, cancelled the Higher Secondary School Certificate annual examinations as a precaution to
protect children from the coronavirus. Nevertheless, all markets,
cricket grounds and other public spaces in Balochistan are open
and thronged with people. One wonders how young people can be
saved from the virus by only closing educational institutions while

hardly help students polish their writing and speaking skills. Most the

every other public space is open for business. The Balochistan gov-

questions carry one-line answer. The higher authorities and the cur-

ernment and education authorities should revoke the closure and

riculum wing should look into the matter and do the needful.

announce the new schedule for the HSSC annual examinations.
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Noor Ahmed

Dilshad Baluch Sajidi

Nawabshah

Awaran, Balochistan
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Glowing frogs and salamanders may be
surprisingly common

An ancient magma ocean may have
once driven Earth’s magnetic field

Erin Garcia de Jesus

Christopher Crockett

Many animals —
from
marine
species like fish
to corals and land
creatures
like
penguins
and
parrots — have a
hidden
skill:
gleaming blue,
green or red
under certain kinds of light. But when it comes to amphibians, experts
knew of only one salamander and three frogs that fluoresced — until
now.
Jennifer Lamb and Matthew Davis, biologists at St. Cloud State University in Minnesota, shone blue or ultraviolet light on 32 species of amphibians, including salamanders, frogs and the wormlike caecilian, at varying
life stages. To their surprise, all lit up, turning brilliant shades ranging
from green to yellow, the researchers report in Scientific Reports.
The effect was strongest under blue light. Among all four-legged creatures, the ability to absorb higher-energy blue light and emit lower-energy
green light had previously been documented only in marine turtles. The
new finding suggests that biofluorescence is widespread among amphibians. Different species glow in different patterns, the team found. Some,
such as the eastern tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum), reveal
strips or blotches of color. In others, like the marbled salamander (A.
opacum), bones and parts of their undersides light up.
Although the researchers didn’t test the mechanisms that amphibians
use to glow, the animals may rely on fluorescent proteins or pigmentcontaining cells. Multiple mechanisms would hint that the ability evolved
independently in different species, rather than being passed down by an
ancient ancestor of modern amphibians.

Billions of years ago,
Earth’s magnetic field may
have gotten a jump-start
from a turbulent magma
ocean swirling around the
planet’s core. Our planet
has generated its own
magnetism for almost its
entire history. But it’s never
been clear how Earth created this magnetic field during the planet’s
Archean Eon — an early geologic period roughly 2.5 billion to 4 billion
years ago. Now, computer simulations suggest that a deep layer of molten
rock-forming minerals known as silicates might have been the culprit.
“There’s a few billion years of Earth’s history where it’s difficult to explain
what was driving the magnetic field,” says Joseph O’Rourke, a planetary
scientist at Arizona State University in Tempe who was not involved with
this study. This new result, he says, is a “vital piece of the puzzle.” Today,
Earth’s magnetism is likely generated in the planet’s outer core, a layer
of liquid iron and nickel. Heat escaping from the solid inner core drives
flows of fluid that create circulating electric currents in the outer core, turning Earth’s innards into a gigantic electromagnet. The outer core, however, is a fairly recent addition, appearing roughly a billion or so years
ago, and ancient rocks preserve evidence of a planetwide magnetic field
much earlier than that. So, some other mechanism must have been at
work during Earth’s formative years.
One candidate for Earth’s first go at a magnetic field is a sea of liquid rock
hypothesized to once have surrounded the young planet’s nascent core.
To see if this ocean of molten silicates is a viable option, Lars Stixrude, a
geophysicist at UCLA, and colleagues developed computer simulations
to estimate the electrical properties of silicates at extreme temperatures
and pressures.
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Health

Brushing, flossing may help you avoid diabetes
Serena Gordon
There's a new, unexpected reason to keep your pearly whites gleaming:
avoiding diabetes.
New research found that people who regularly brush their teeth three times
a day reduce their risk of type 2 diabetes. The study also found that people
who have dental disease or a lot of missing teeth have a higher risk of developing the blood sugar condition. "Our study suggested that improved
oral hygiene may be associated with a decreased risk of new-onset diabetes," said study author Dr. Yoonkyung Chang. She is a clinical assistant
professor of neurology at Ewha Woman's University Mokdong Hospital, in
South Korea. Chang said the researchers don't know what the exact mechanism behind this connection is, but there are a number of possible ways
that poor dental health might contribute to diabetes.
"Poor oral hygiene may be related to the chronic inflammatory process,"
she said. Inflammation affects oral health and can lead to gum disease that
creates space in the gum where bacteria can collect. That bacteria may
then travel into the body's circulation and trigger immune system responses,
which might impair blood sugar control. But it's difficult to prove a causeand-effect relationship between dental health and diabetes because many
factors involved in poor oral health are also linked to type 2 diabetes. Endocrinologist Dr. Akankasha Goyal, from NYU Langone Health in New York
City, wasn't involved in the research, but is familiar with the findings. "We
don't know if having poor dental health can cause diabetes, but we do know
the other way is true: Diabetes can cause poor dental health," she said.
The higher blood sugar levels that can occur in diabetes can lead to cavities and poor dental health. Plus, she said many of the same dietary factors -- such as eating highly processed carbohydrates -- are associated

with both poor dental health and diabetes, making it harder to know which
comes first. The study looked at data from almost 190,000 people in South
Korea. Their average age was 53. The information was collected between
2003 and 2006. About one in six people had gum disease at that time.
The average follow-up time was 10 years. During that time, about 16% of
the study group developed diabetes. The researchers used computer
modeling and controlled the data for a number of factors, including age,
weight, blood pressure, physical activity, income, smoking status and alcohol consumption.

Dirty air cuts millions of lives short worldwide
Amy Norton
Worldwide, air pollution may be shortening people's life expectancy by an
average of three years, according to new estimates.
Researchers calculate that air pollution actually has a bigger impact on life
expectancy than tobacco smoking, HIV/AIDS or violence. While that might
sound surprising, it reflects the ubiquity of air pollution, said study co-author
Jos Lelieveld of the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in Mainz, Germany.
Smoking is a greater threat to any one person's life, he said. But since everyone is exposed to some degree of outdoor air pollution -- consistently, over
a lifetime -- dirty air has a bigger impact on life expectancy across the population, Lelieveld said.
How does air pollution take its toll? Deaths from heart disease and stroke
are the biggest culprit, the researchers said, accounting for 43% of the loss
in life expectancy worldwide. The study is far from the first to highlight the
public health consequences of air pollution. Smog is known to worsen lung
disease and to increase the risks of heart attack and stroke in vulnerable
people. And previous research has linked air pollution exposure to premature
death. "There's very little question that air pollution is responsible for deaths
and disease," said Dr. John Balmes, a volunteer medical spokesman for the
American Lung Association.
In fact, he noted, the World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that
air pollution causes around 7 million deaths each year. The new study looks
at the issue through a "different lens," Balmes said. It estimates lost life expectancy and compares the impact of air pollution with other global killers.
To do that, researchers used a couple of statistical "models." One simulated
atmospheric chemical processes and the way they interact with land, water
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and chemicals churned out from natural and human-made sources, such as
road traffic and factories.
The other estimated the impact of air pollution on non-accidental deaths -based on 41 studies from 16 countries. Worldwide, the researchers said, air
pollution may take an average of three years from people's life expectancy.
The impact is smallest in Australia, South America and North America -where dirty air accounted for around one year of life lost, give or take a few
months. At the other end of the spectrum is East Asia, where air pollution
shortens people's lives by an estimated four years. Meanwhile, people in
South Asia, Africa and Europe face two to three years of lost life expectancy,
the study found.
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Military Wives

Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am

Liz Beardsworth

Nikki Baughan

The Full Monty director
Peter Cattaneo makes a
welcome return to the
genre of his greatest hit,
offering another British
human-interest tale full of
heart and warmth. Starring
Sharon Horgan and Kristin
Scott Thomas at the head of a large but solid ensemble cast, it follows
the semi-true tale — described on screen as “inspired by” real events
driven by über choir leader Gareth Malone, who acts as a consultant
here — of the country’s first choir made up of “military wives”, whiling
away the hours of worry on base by having a good old sing.
Granted, there are no narrative surprises as the women evolve from
ragtag racket to performing at the Albert Hall. Yet as this familiar arc
plays out, Cattaneo and writers Roseanne Flynn and Rachel Tunnard
gently and sensitively offer small insights into the reality of being the
partner stuck back home as a loved one risks daily injury, or even
death, overseas. Within this group of strong but vulnerable women, individuals stand out: young newlywed Sarah (former Coronation Street
actor Amy-James Kelly), just arrived on the base and desperately worried about her husband’s first tour of duty; Scott Thomas as stoical
Colonel’s wife and natural leader (though some would say bossyboots) Kate, she and husband Richard (Greg Wise) discreetly nursing
their own heartache over a son lost in action.

Escape From Pretoria
Ben Travis
The method of prison-break at
the heart of Escape From Pretoria feels made for the movies:
Tim Jenkin (Radcliffe), a political
prisoner in Apartheid-era South
Africa, hand-crafted a set of
wooden keys, whittled in secret
and maneuvered into his cell door via a complex contraption of levers, to
facilitate his bid for freedom. It’s a shame, then, that this adaptation of
the true story, released to coincide with the 40th anniversary of the breakout, ends up feeling so thin.
Radcliffe lends admirable clout to an undertold story as Jenkin, who after
executing a non-lethal leaflet-bombing explosive protest in the fight for
“a democratic and free South Africa” is sentenced to 12 years along with
his accomplice Stephen Lee (Webber). But beyond the character’s extraordinary actions, his characterisation lacks dimensions ¬– Radcliffe
puts in a solid performance lumbered by a clunky script (“You are the
white Mandela!” a guard blurts early on) that fails to get under the skin of
Jenkin or any of the supporting characters. Throw in the added complications of an unconvincing wig and a tricky, wavering Joburg accent, and
the heart of the movie feels hollow. Potter fans will likely enjoy seeing
Radcliffe reunited on-screen with Philosopher’s Stone co-star Ian Hart
as fellow prisoner Denis Goldberg, though this once again sees the actor
move further away from the role that made him (here he pushes a metal
tube up his backside on entering the prison – bonus points to the foley
artist for the accompanying sound effect).
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Photographer/filmmaker
Timothy
GreenfieldSanders brings his keen
eye for portraiture to this
exploration of the life
and influence of African
American author Toni
Morrison, filmed before
her death in August
2019. As indicated by its title, inspired by a passage from her 1988
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Beloved — and its evocative opening titles, created by mixed-media artist Mickalene Thomas, which assembles shards of photographs of Morrison at different ages — the film is
presented more as a biographical collage than chronological march.
That Greenfield-Sanders had a personal friendship with Morrison extending back to 1981, when he photographed her for the release of
her novel Tar Baby, gives the film a convivial air. There are effusive
talking heads with Morrison’s friends, peers and scholars, including
media mogul Oprah Winfrey and author/activist Angela Davis, who
discuss the author’s generosity, sharp wit and towering achievements. The Nobel Prize in Literature joined that Pulitzer in 1993, and
she was also a college professor, an editor at Random House, where
she helped other black authors into print, and a single mother to two
sons. Given the nature of the film, it’s unsurprising that there are no
dissenting voices here; save for some sneering archive reviews from
white critics.

Fantasy Island
James White
Given its relatively high hit
rate, the Blumhouse company rarely sees an out-andout flop. And even in the
case of something like this
soggy misfire, the tightly
controlled budget means
that there aren’t giant writeoffs in its future. Still, when it is also putting out the likes of The Invisible
Man, the quality level of a film such as Fantasy Island is all the more
puzzling.
Dusting off the camp 1970s TV series – which often went to darker
places itself, if not quite the levels that Wadlow and his cast are apt to
explore – the film attempts to blend the tropical locale style of the original
with the creeping sense of dread that the director brought to his last film
for the company, Truth Or Dare. Unfortunately, none of it really gels.
In keeping with the show’s conceit, guests arrive and are promised that
they can live out their fantasies – Hansen’s JD and stepbrother Brax
(Crazy Rich Asians’ Jimmy O. Yang) predictably want to enjoy a hedonistic party world, Q’s Gwen is after love and Austin Stowell’s Patrick
has military manoeuvres on his mind. Hale’s Melanie, meanwhile, just
wants some light-hearted revenge on the mean girl who made her life
hell back in high school. Initially convinced it’s all holograms, sets and
actors, they soon realise that things are horribly real and that – yes! –
they should have been careful what they wished for.
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Books

Women's Work

Thirty Names of Night

Megan K. Stack

Zeyn Joukhader

When Megan Stack was living in Beijing, she left her prestigious job as a
foreign correspondent to have her first
child and work from home writing a
book. She quickly realized that caring
for a baby and keeping up with the
housework while her husband went to
the office each day was consuming
the time she needed to write. This
dilemma was resolved in the manner
of many upper-class families and
large corporations: she availed herself
of cheap Chinese labor. The housekeeper Stack hired was a migrant
from the countryside, a mother who
had left her daughter in a precarious situation to earn desperately
needed cash in the capital. As Stack's family grew and her husband's
job took them to Dehli, a series of Chinese and Indian women
cooked, cleaned, and babysat in her home. Stack grew increasingly
aware of the brutal realities of their lives: domestic abuse, alcoholism, unplanned pregnancies. Hiring poor women had given her
the ability to work while raising her children, but what ethical compromise had she made?
Determined to confront the truth, Stack traveled to her employees' homes,
met their parents and children, and turned a journalistic eye on the tradeoffs they'd been forced to make as working mothers seeking upward mobility--and on the cost to the children who were left behind.

Five years after a suspicious fire killed his
ornithologist mother, a closeted Syrian
American trans boy sheds his birth name
and searches for a new one. He has
been unable to paint since his mother’s
ghost has begun to visit him each
evening. As his grandmother’s sole caretaker, he spends his days cooped up in
their apartment, avoiding his neighborhood masjid, his estranged sister, and
even his best friend (who also happens
to be his longtime crush). The only time
he feels truly free is when he slips out at
night to paint murals on buildings in the
once-thriving Manhattan neighborhood known as Little Syria. One night,
he enters the abandoned community house and finds the tattered journal of a Syrian American artist named Laila Z, who dedicated her career
to painting the birds of North America. She famously and mysteriously
disappeared more than sixty years before, but her journal contains proof
that both his mother and Laila Z encountered the same rare bird before
their deaths. In fact, Laila Z’s past is intimately tied to his mother’s—and
his grandmother’s—in ways he never could have expected. Even more
surprising, Laila Z’s story reveals the histories of queer and transgender
people within his own community that he never knew. Realizing that he
isn’t and has never been alone, he has the courage to officially claim a
new name: Nadir, an Arabic name meaning rare.

Driven
Radical Uncertainty
Mervyn King
When uncertainty is all around us, and
the facts are not clear, how can we
make good decisions? We do not
know what the future will hold, particularly in the midst of a crisis, but we
must make decisions anyway. We regularly crave certainties which cannot
exist and invent knowledge we cannot
have, forgetting that humans are successful because we have adapted to
an environment that we understand
only imperfectly. Throughout history
we have developed a variety of ways
of coping with the radical uncertainty
that defines our lives. This incisive and
eye-opening book draws on biography, history, mathematics, economics
and philosophy to highlight the most successful - and most short-sighted
- methods of dealing with an unknowable future. Ultimately, the authors
argue, the prevalent method of our age falls short, giving us a false understanding of our power to make predictions, leading to many of the problems we experience today. Tightly argued, provocative and written with wit
and flair, Radical Uncertainty is at once an exploration of the limits of numbers and a celebration of human instinct and wisdom.
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Alex Davies
The self-driving car has been one
of the most vaunted technological
breakthroughs of recent years.
But early promises that these autonomous vehicles would soon be
on the roads have proven premature. Alex Davies follows the
twists and turns of this story from
its origins to today. The story
starts with the Defense Advanced
Research
Projects
Agency
(DARPA), which was charged with
developing a land-based equivalent to the drone, a vehicle that
could operate in war zones without risking human lives. DARPA
issued a series of three “Grand Challenges” that attracted visionaries,
many of them students and amateurs, who took the technology from
Jetsons-style fantasy to near-reality. The young stars of the Challenges
soon connected with Silicon Valley giants Google and Uber, intent on
delivering a new way of driving to the civilian world. Soon the automakers joined the quest, some on their own, others in partnership with the
tech titans. But as road testing progressed, it became clear that the challenges of driving a car without human assistance were more formidable
than anticipated.
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

You may enjoy doing something musical for
entertainment. Try to do things with children
that will enable you to bond closer to them.
Talk about your intentions and confirm that
you both feel the same way. Opportunities
to make advancements through good business sense are apparent. Your lucky day
this week will be Monday.

You should be on the road. Your ability to
talk circles around your colleagues will
help you forge ahead in the workforce.
Don't let your work and your personal life
interfere with each other. Think about taking the time to complete unfinished domestic chores. Your lucky day this week
will be Monday.

Relationships have not been the best for you
lately and it's left you somewhat gun shy.
You can gain distinction; however, it may be
for the wrong reasons. Your confidence will
stabilize your position. You may be tempted
to get involved in secret affairs or love triangles. Your lucky day this week will be Thursday.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You may be sensitive to a point of absurdity. Confusion could result when communicating with others. You may find yourself
in a predicament with family members.
Opportunities for romance are present.
Your lucky day this week will be Monday.

Take a second look; difficulties with appliances, water, or electricity in your home may
be evident. Your doubt could lead to insecurity. Social events will be favorable. Family
responsibilities are mounting. Your lucky day
this week will be Thursday.

Don't cause a scene, but when you get home
let your partner know how you feel and why.
You are best to stick to yourself this week. You
will be able to work in fine detail and present
the best possible proposal. Confusion regarding other people's money and joint ventures
will come to a head. Your lucky day this week
will be Thursday.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Travel may be confusing. Business conducted in your own office will proceed
smoothly. The answers can only come from
within. Don't let others try to create unwarranted guilt if you can't meet their demands.
Your lucky day this week will be Friday.

Do things you enjoy instead of being a
chameleon. You might have some problems
balancing your books. You are best not to retaliate if members of your household are trying to pick a fight. You may end up being
blamed if anything goes wrong. Your lucky
day this week will be Friday.

Don't be too open or put your faith in unreliable
coworkers. You should be traveling to that exotic
destination you've been dreaming about. Use
your intellectual approach to get the best results.
Unexpected romantic connections can be made
if you go out with friends or take a pleasure trip.
Your lucky day this week will be Wednesday.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23)

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

Don't donate more than you can afford in order
to impress others. You may be able to impart
knowledge that's innovative to those searching
for a new angle. Emotional up and downs have
caused doubts in your personal life. One sided
attractions are likely. Your lucky day this week
will be Monday.

Kick your shoes off and relax. Generosity will
put you in the poorhouse. You have worked
hard and the payback is now. This is a wonderful day to look into courses or hobbies that interest you. Your lucky day this week will be
Thursday.

Make sure that you get legal matters checked
out thoroughly. You are in a high energy, get it
all done, mood and you'll have little patience
with those who are slacking off. Children will be
of major concern if you haven't kept the lines
of communication open. Self-improvement
projects will payoff in more ways than one. Your
lucky day this week will be Saturday.
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